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INTEGRATED SOURCE AND CHANNEL ENCODED DIGITAL
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM DESIGN STUDY
1^
.	 SUMMARY
The analysis of the forward li^ik signal structure for .the 5huttl^ .
.	 Arbiter ^Cu-band coinmr^nication system has been carried out, based on the
. assumptions.nf a 3.0^ Mcps PN-code.	 It is shown that acquisition require- 	 ^....
. ments for .the forward. link can be met at the acquisition threshold Cli y^	 '
value of about 6O dB-}iz, which corresponds to a bit error rate (BEP) of
. 1
aboti^.l0-2 .	 It is also shown that the tracKing threshold for the forward
l info i s at aboui; 57 dB-Hz.	 The analysis of the bent-pipe concept for- the .
' Orbiter is carried nut; along with the comparative analysis of the empir-
ical data.	 The ^:omplexity of the analytical approach warrants further
investigation.^o reconcile the empirical and theoretical results.
	 Tech
piques for incorporating a text and graphics capability -into the forward
- link data strea^r^ are considered and a baseline configuration is described.
'^
^^
^,	 ^
^^
^	 _
':
'^.
v i
^^^
R^
^:
^_
1.0	 ^IIiTROnUCTION RND OvERVI^bI
This repart presents the results of several analyi;ieal tasks per-
taming to tf^e design of the . Ku-band communication ^^ink of the Space
Sh"rattle.	 The tasks perfot^ned fa11 into the followinr^ three categories:
^1}	 forward link signal design at^d performance consid^^rations;
^ ^	 ^2)	 Bent-pipe .mode imp^ementai:ion considerations; - and
. ^3)	 Text and graphics implementation considerations.
•,5ec^ion 2.0 of this report deals with the f3rs-^ i^^pic: 	 Appendixes	 Y
A, B, C, and ti ^irovide the suppori;ing analyses.	 `f he bent-pipe mode,imple^	 1
`^ mentatian considerations are presented in Section 3.0, and i:he supporting:
analysis is given in Appendix E.	 The subject of text and graphics imple-	 '^
mentation is addressed iti Section ^.0. 	 '
^' Contributions to i:his repot°t were made by prs. A. Waddah Al em,
'`:, f9arvin K. Simon, and Charles L. Weber. 	 ^
^.
^^t
}
l^`; ^	 ^	 ^ '
2.0 _	 Kl^-BAND FOR^IARD LINK SIGNAL DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE CON5^DERATIONS 	 ^	 '
^ 2.1	 Link-Parameters
2.1.1	 Data Rates and Acquisition Threshold
The forward link carries. the data from the ground, via TDRS, to
the Orbiter.	 The salient parameters of this lin^C are summarized in Table 1.
The primary dperating`mode is Mode 1, which employs.a 216 fcbps Bi-^-L
encoded data stream composed of (1) 72 kbps operational _data, t2) 128 Ecbps
' scientific and instrument data, and (^} 16 kbps overhead. 	 Because these
i^ data streams are time--division--mu1 ti pl axed (TDM} , a demul ti pi.exer i s
' employed at the Orbiter.	 The demu1tiplexer separates the 72 kbps data
' stream and applies it to the Network Signal Processor (N5P), which is not 	 ,
apart of the Ku-band equipment: 	 The recovered-128 ^Cbps stream maybe
P routed either to .an attached payload or to other equipment onboard the
Orbiter.
In Mode 2, a selectable data configuration is available. Because
r^o TDpI is used, the demultiplexer is bypassed and any one of the data
1^	 ^	 streams (.32 [cops, 72 kbps, 96 kbps, or 216 kbps) is applied directly to
the NSP.
In both modes, the forward link data spectrum^is widened by super-
imposirg a PN code on - the data-modulated carrier. For reasons described
-^	 in section 2.1.2, the clock rate of the. code is approximately 3.03 Mcps
-	 and .the code 1 ength i s 1023 chi ps.
The .performance of the forward link can be estimated by considering
the C/N O values available at the receiver output during - the worst-case .
^`	 . ^	 condition. The Borst--case cond •i ti on will exist when the TDRS EIRP i s at
its lo^iest.por^t, i.e., 36.6 dBw, and the Orbiter's antenna has not fu11y
..acquired (i,e., centered on} the TDRS. As shown in Part A of Table 2,^the
worst-case condition may occur when the positioning of the antenna is perw
formed ` ^y the General. Purpose Cam^uter (GPC} and the TDRS is at the adge
of the- .^ d8 beamhridth oi' the antenna. The CjNa at this ^vint is .60.4. dB-^Iz:
^{owever,.as indicated in Part B of Table 2, i:he lowest acceptable
l i n(t performance corresponds to C/IiO of 60.2 dB--Hz, a val ue which, wi thi n
the assumptions stated, will provide a bit er^^or rate (BER) of ^n-2 . ^ur^--
sequently, one has to assume that the acquisition threshold of the forward
link 'is at 60.2 dQ^Hz and that all of the acquisition subunits mdsi`.perform
f
a	 ;
e_^._.._^_.._.,_ u _ .
	
._ _	
_u__	 _	
_
Mode i Mode 2
Channel
Namber Rates MaduIation Type Rates Modulation Type
32 kbps or
5ing3e
Channel
215 kbps
(Composite, g^'phase on carrier.	
Data 72 kbps pr gi--phase an carrier."
Dniy see Comments i:ormat Bi^^--L 96 kbps ar2l fi kbps
i.	 2ifi kbps is composed o-^: 1. P^1 code superimposed on carrier to reduce
spectral density.
72 khps OPS data
Comments i28 kbps scientific and Instrument data
^G kbps overhead
Ail three are dime-division-multiplexed.
2.- PN^code superimposed an carrier to reduce
''spectral densi ty.
NOTES:
1. Orbiter receives farYrard link data on carrier frequency o^F fR^ ^ 13.775 GHa.
2. PN code c] ock ^ 3.02f3 ^icps , code l engt}i ^ i 3 O23 chips ^ see text) .	 .
w
^.-
,.	 _	 ^	 _ .
1	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I
'` 4
Table	 2.	 CaicuTatioal of C/N^ far I^orst Case - TORS Requisition and fot^
Lawes.t Rccep^able* ^Farward Link Performance
:,_
Part A -TORS Acquisition
.Si gnat
	
Calculation
-	
—
^. TARS EIRP ^- 36.6 dBW	 ^	 ^	 a
.	 Path Loss	 Maximum) --208.5 d6
Polarizat.ion .Loss -	 0.3 d6
Rntenna C^a^n
	
^ + 38.9. d6	 ^	 ^• .,
' C (exclus^ve `of antenna
-133.3 d6W
	 -
,^' pointing loss, APL} ^	 -
.
_	 ,
^{ noise Density Calculation-
Boitzman Constant
,^
^	 -228.6 dBW/°KIHz	 ^
System iVoise Temperattare ( -^^^ 1563"x}	 + 3i . 9 ^B-°K
^Q
:-196.7 dBW/Hz	 j
a
' therefore,
CJI^ o (scan} _ -i33.3 dBW _ G.& d6 - (- i 95.7 dBW/Fiz}	 = 62:8 dB-Hz	 ^.	 ^^
'- -	 ^RPL}
C/N Q (GPC design) = -i33.3 d6^! - 3.0 dB - (-i96.T dQW/Hz} = 60.4 d^-Fiz
^RPL} .
• Part B -- Lo^vest Rcceptabie Link Per•Formancei
^bI^ O afar BER = i 0^ 2 ^• 4.4 d6
(Pram standard BER ct,ttwe)
Carreiation and 5yrt.c Lass ^- 2.5 d6	 t
.., Rit rRate Ban^svidth {i0 log ^1 fi kbps} f53.3 dB-Nz ^	 .
-.
^.
^,
Required- C/N^
-
60.2 dB^^Iz
:^ 'Lowest acceptable lick perfarnance defined it1'Part 6 of this
^>
table carresportds to a minimum sai;isi=actory -del ^a--modulated vflice channel
`°	 3::
operation.. > ; _
r
e	 .
^.^^. t
--	
-.._	 ..	 __	 ._	
____^_.___ w..,....^__ w.^..	 ^.
;' ^
5
their furctibns satisfactorily at this C/^Sa value. Furthermore., it must
be noted that., because -this threshold refers to C/N p at the receiver input
(i.e., antenna output), use of data rates below 27b kbps, althougl^ .improv-
ing BAR, will not affect the acquisition performance.
2.1.2	 PN Code Rate Considerations
To limit the. field strength of the signal transmitted by the TDRS
and impinging an the earth's surface, the spectral density of the forward
link signal is reduced by ar^dition of a PN code to the data-modulated
carrier.. As staffed in the initial version of the Procurement 5pecii=ica-
. Lion, the. code rate o^F about 17.23 Mcps and of length 2D47 chips ^7^' was.
requested.' Thus, it was expected that the spectrum qf the 276 kbps Man-
chester encoded -- data would be spread to a bandwidth (first null) of abort
71.7 MHz. At the receiver, fallowing the despreading process; th7s widened
spectrum .would be collapsed to the data spectrum width.
In ar ideal-case, i.e., the case of na dappler shift and no carrier
drift in the TDRS forward Iink carrier, the bandwidth of the post--correlation
- If filter would be approximately 4x 276 kbps or 864 kHz. Howe^,^er, wiihout
cQmpensatinn, the frequency uncertainties of the forward link signal are'
as follows:
Carrier frequency uncertainty: ±500 k^lz
_	 Carrier dapp7er uncertainty: 	 x-500 k^iz
^'	 The combined effec •k of the uncertainties, plus the requirement to accommo-
date the. 216 - kbps Manchester da•^a stream, set the past-correlation IF band--
t^idth requirements, for. an uncdmpensated signal, at about 2.8 MHz.. : . the
corresponding dopp7er sh i ft in the clock. rate of the received pN code was.
es ti^iated at -400 E4z.
ihe.mos^ recent developments in the Ku-band com^unication program
..
indicated, however, a requirement fnr reducing :the PN.code . rate to a value
which is compatible with the "standard" TDRS- users_. These users have the
^'	 code rate related to the carrier frequency by tf^e follo4ving relationship:
31 x f^
;: rc '^ -96 x 1459 ' t^)
^+	 where rc is the'cade rate and f^ is the carries frequency. 5nbsi:ituting
1
^t
^`	 ^	 ^;
^ ^;
= 3l x 13,775 (MHz.) . =
	
`,
rc	 96 x 1469	 3.02$ Mcps	 ^ 2)	 ^,
Another modification whjch was introduced along with the reduction 	 ^'^'
•
	
	 `;
of the code clock frequency was that of reducing. the . code length from
2041 chips to 1023 chips. The purpose of this change was^ta shorten the 	 ^^
.	 acquisition time of the PN code..
2.1.3	 Frequency 0ompensation and Residual Frequency Uncertainty
`^
zn the preceding paragraph, i .t was shown that, to accommodate the=.
^, frequency uncertainties of the received TORS carrier, .the post-^carrelatian
bandwidth had to be aboEat 2.8 MHz... 	 Note, however, that with the reduced
. code rate, the spectrum. of the PN signal and the. bandwidth required to
' process the despread signal become very close in their values, i.e., about
^. 3-^? MHz versus 2.8 MHz. 	 Furthermore, because the detection of the code
synchronination i5 based ors a signifi-cant change of signal level	 in the
. 2.$ MHz bandwidth due to the collapse of the spread signal, the m'niscule
change of signal. bandwidth presents a significant problem to the code
-	 ^	 ^,F. acquisition process.	 Specifically, as is spawn below, unless the doppler
correction is also emp?oyed, - the Pfd acquisition may became extremely diffi-
cult with the reduced code rate.	 The reason for this difficulty is that
the bandwidth of the 3.028 Meps PN signal. is only slightly wider than the
^- 2.8 MHz bandwidth of the post^correiatian ^F amplifier, 	 Note again that.
the 2.8 MHz handw7dth is required to accommodate the 2l6 kbps Manchester
- data ^"400 kHz BW) riding on a -^I MHz doppler-plus-carrier frequency
uncerirai nty,
w.	
-
,:^,
Figure 7 s pews the simplified block diagram far a PN code search
. imp^ementatian.
	
Briefly, the device shown operates 3n the following manner:
The ft^equel^cy of the code - clock is changed from its nominal value of
3.03 MEiz-and thus the phase of the locally generated code is stepped- past
,.^.
^.
the phase of the incoming cgde.
	
The step increment is assumed to be ^/2,
,
.i.e., one-half chip width.	 The actual rate of stepping, or the search
rate, is determined .by the-code doppler, but does not exceed the lowpass
fileer bandwidth, B v :	 The stogy search command is generated when the DC
^; value at the I:PF_autpu^ exceeds a predetermined thresFtald. 	 This .increase
in, DC value is the result of code phases stepping into synchronism.
	 .
^	
_	 -
A`mare detailed description of the PN code acquisition - . process is
given in section 2.:2.2 and in Appendix A..^
°:
i3igure i . Simpl ^-Fied Block Diagram for Phi Code Search Implementation
_.
^
,, _
.
^
^	 ^
_
' _.
...
_
^^..
r^	
-•- __ ^^_. __LL
_	
.
t'^
_^_..._.__.. ^ __
---	 -	 -
_
Co
Spr••<^d Si gnal
-^ Qoppi er ^.
Despread	 Detected	 Filtered.Detected'Signai
Si nai	 Signal	 —(1V ar^d Qp)
.^	
-
rrelator
_.	
.	 ^	 ..
^^ $	
^ ,
For a numerical example, lei us cons7der the pN acquisition at	 .
- .the aforementioned CJND of^6D.2 d8-Hz.	 First, we compute the-SNR at the,
^' output of the 2.8 NHz IF filter when the input is the 3.03 ^icps PN spec-
drum shifted by •^h^ l ^iHz carry er o •^fse^.	 ThUS,	 ^	 ,^
S/ . (Spread}	 =	 C/ND , dB^Hz - 1 5 (spec^rum loss},dB
^;
^^ b	 .
-W 10 1 ag10 ^ 2.8 x i D } ; ^dB-Hz
l
„d„ .
= ..60.2 dB-Hz -^ 2.5 dB^ - 6^. 5 d6-Hz	 ;
^
^'
-	
-6:8 dB	 or	 0:209 numeric.	 -(3}
The SNR fo g the despraad will be de •ter^ined also by (3} except
that the value of Ls wi l i be for the correlated signal rather i;han the
	
- ^
.
.a .spread signal.-	 %able 3 shows the values of SNR (despread} versus the
^'^ correlation loss L s (correlated).	 Note that; fak° 2.5 dB correlation loss,
_a val ^.^e which i s characters st •"r cs of ^a c©de starch pause at e7ther ,-^^rJ4 or
-T/4, the PN synchronization detection is totally imposssble. 	 The reason.
.^:= is obvious-^-there is no dif-^e^ence 7n output signal for fiche spread and
' despread {correlated) cond lions!
- Table 3.	 Despread Signal Magnitude vs. Carrela^ion Loss for the Case
of No ^re.quency Carrect3on
	 ',
^^, Correlation Loss
	 SNR (despread}	 aS (spread-despread)
	 ',
d6	 ^	 dB	 Numeric	 nu^eric	 -
:: 2:5
	
-6.8	 D.2D9
	 0 .(see Note}
2.0
	
-6.3	 0.234
	 D.D25
_^ ^	 1.5	
-5.8	 0.263
	 0.054	 .	 ;
.
i
l.0
	 ^5.3
	 0.295	 -	 0.085.
	
1
`	
^ NDTE:	 lrlith dS ^ 0, the PN correlation is not possible, regardless of the
time sper:^!
^
_	 3
The 2.5 d8 lass value is for the case of a maxir^uni`fr^equenCy- 	 ^.
shifted -(^-^ 1^Hz} 3 ^lcps PN signal passed through a 2.8 MHz IF fil-ber.	
r
^..	 ^ .. _ .	
_^	 -- ...e-_
^.:.	 ..:
_.
f^
_..	
_	
_
^' ..	 9	
^
.,
.
-
l"he solution to this problem, proposed by Axiomatix and adopted
.	 by NASA9 was to reduce the co>^nbined carrier dri^Ft and dappler t.ince.rtair^ty
.^ to about ^-750D Hz by compensation at TDRS, 	 Such compensation -reduces the
overall frequency instability of the ^For^ard .link to the instability
tdri-Fts} of^the Shuttle Ku-band receiver local osci7laiors. 	 1n view of^
the` frequency co^npensati on oval l a6 ^ e, the re^nai s^i ng carrier uncerta-i my
^•!
^; at the 5httttle receiver can be estimated as:
Incoming Carrier Frequency:: 	 ^-	 7.5 kHz	 '^^
Firs-^ and Secand' LO (5 x 10 `x }	 ^- 70. D kHz .
,^ Go5ta5 {^OOp VGO (1 x.l ^}
-3 }	
^' ^^.^ kHz
^f
{ ^-132.5 kHz
^
E
`A conservative assumption used .in the analysis in. this report is iihat the
residual carrier. uncertainty- (+efd} amounts to about x-150 {<^{z.
	 kith this
`-^,
_
assumption, the post-correlation bandwiuth.requiretnent is reduced -^o 	 3^
_ ^ I F (post-carrel at-i on }	 =	 Z (^ ef0 ^ + 2 x Data Rate }
.;
=	 2 (I 5Qxi 0^ f 2 x 216x103 }
'^;
.	 =	 1.16
	
x10 6
 Hz	 or. about 1.2 MHz.	 (4}
With this reduced bandwidth requirement, the despread 5%N at G/N O = 60.2
d8-Hz and . Ls = 2.5 dB becomes
5/N (despread}	 =	 50.2 dB^F[z ^ Z.5 dB - 10 lag (1 .,1o9^x10^}
. -	 W3 dB	 or	 0.501 numeric.
Note that thi s numeric" ti^alue is significantly different xram the Q.Z09
value. obtained in (3) for the 5/N (spread}. 	 The pN acquisition process
-	 thus becomes feasible a1: GjNO of 60.2 d6--Hz^and correlation loss of 2.5 dg.
i
.	
Sec^ion 2.2.Z and Appendix A^prov.3de a detailed description of the^P{^
acqui 5'i ti^n process under these conditions.
I-b musi; also be -noted i:ha-^ the freggency compensation-combined
with code rate reduction also provide a . significant reduction in the .code
clock doppler uncertainty. 	 Thus, prorating the ^-750D uncertainty at the
Ku^band carrier to a 3.03 f^Hz dock frequency, - +rte- gel;	 .
erc	(±T5o0) 13,775
	
^	
x-1.63 Hz	 <_	 ^2 Hz .	 (^7
	 -
,^
.	 ^^
^^
.	
--
_	
^	 --
signal,. i<he ^-2 Nz value is negligible. However,. the uncertainty due to
code clack VCO at the Shuttle receiver remains now a determining factor.
'	 Normally, a voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) is used far a
'	 code clack source.. The s^ab-ility of such a device may be, typically, 	 ^
a	
^-3 x 10^',
^^	 Fora 3 t^hz code:, thzs_implies instability of aUout X90 Hz. A can•-
servative value of ±1 a0 biz is used throughout this report.	 ^..
Table 4 presents the summary' of sal i ent parameters assttr^ed. fdr •i;he
analysis of the forward link performance.
l•able ^. Salient Parameter Assumptions for . Shuttle
Ku--Band Receiver Channel
-'`^' parameter Description RemarksVal ue'
PN Code - Raire 3.028 ^lcps Reduced frog 11.232 Mcps
.p^! Code ^engtn 1023 chips Reduced from 2Q47 chips
^:-
Incoming carrier doppler t^7,5 kliz} Corrected at TDRS.	 Without
and drift uncertainty correction:	 ±1 .0 MFiz
'E' Residual received carrier ±150 k^iz ^ .Receiver oscillators}
uncertainty drift cantri 6uti on .
Incoming code clock
^^ 2 Hz} Coherent with carrier.doppler uncertainty . Corrected' at l•'DRS.	 Uli^thaut
correction:	 x-400 Hz
' y ^	 Residual	 code cloc[c x-100 biz Reduced. from . ±300 Hz -For
^. ascil7a^or uncerta3my 11.223 mcs code rate
:,
*Values in^brackets ^}.ha:ve negligible effect an threshold calculations.
.
a;
Using-these parameters, we proceed with the esiimatian of thee
.	 acquisition threshold performance of the'forward link.
..
-	 ,
>^
:;
'
. -_
1
i
i
^'^ l l
2.2	 acquisition Performance
2.2.1	 Spatial Acquisition of TARS
' The alignment of the antenna directivity patterns along a common 	 ^.
line-of--sight (LOS)^is the first step for establishing the TDRS/Shuttle
Kuwband communication link.. The alignment of, the TARS-antenna is aided
^by the "wide beam" horn radiator mounted on the Shuttle antenna..
	 .The
alignment of the TARS antenna, however, must be performed by scanning
ASLU
across the resid^t«l uncertainty volume which may be as wide as a 2Q° cone.
	 ^^
Fo y^ best scan efficiency, a ^spi ^ ;al patiiern i s used to search out the uncer-
1
tainty volume.	 ^'urtl^ermore, in Order - not •^0 1 unit t#^e rate at which the
J ^ uncertainty vniume tit s scanned, the energy detection is Used to declare -	^
4
t TARS intercept C2].	 The energy detected in i;his case is that of the spread
	 •^
spectrum signal entering the main lobe of - the Shuttle antenna ^+attern.
t;`^ ^	 Referring to the black diagram of figure 2, the spatial acquisi--
Lion and detection unit' works at the second xF and uses a portion of the
	 --
sum-channel (^) signal.	 The spread PN signal is passed through a 3 MHz
.^
bandpass filter and applied 0 to a square^7aw detector. ,The output of
- the square-law detector Q is, in turns applied to a lo^^r^ass filter and	 ^	 ^
i a threshold estimator.	 The function of the iawpass filter is to reduce
the magnitude of the fluctuating component. of the^detected . noise.	 The.
function o-F the threshald estimator is to provide awell-smoothed value of 	 ^
'E^:^	 ^ the AC component of the detected noise. 	 This AC component is then scated
' and applied ^ to the threshold circuit to provide the raference^fbr the_
"signal present" condition. .The threshald estimator circuit is essentially
	
i
a lowpass filter whose bandwidth is at least several . orders of magnitude
^: narrower than Bv .	 Consequently, the detection of the signal ^ in the
main beam of the antenna depends an the ability of the B y fiii;er to respond	 ^
to the UG^leve1 change at the output of the square- law detec^o^^ s such	 j
change being due to the . antenna beam scanning across- . the TARS signal..
	 The
actual value of B y is therefore a compromise between the detection relic-
	 ^
bility and the antenna-scan rate .. .
'^In Hug^tes ^Ku^-6and system subcort-hraciror) docu^en^s [3,^], this
unit. is referred to as the'inde.pendent spatial acquisition detection
^XSAA} unit.
.,
3_ ..
'	 )3PF'	 2	 I,PF	 Thresl^ol d	 ^ 1 VF4^
^	 C IF' ^ ^ MHz	
^ )	 B^	 Circuit	
^ pct
1'Y^reshald
	
^
^s^ima^or
Spatial Acquisi ^io^
	
and Detection Unit —
	 ----	 —	 --	 ^ .
Cots 1 erF7rs-^ IF
	
P
d-Ghannel)^^ ^9C'^	 8PF	 Env.	 Ar^gi e Error
	
oAz
S ^ 3Q MHz	 het.	 Detector.
^:^- aAz -^ oi;1	 aE^
Timing ^----^
Figure Z. Signal Processing Partian of Shuttle Eau-band Receiver - Simplified i3locEc Diagram:.
^^,. .
.	 . _:
..^	
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^^
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For a constah^ scan ^requency^' . spiral search pattern.; the re7atior^^-
- ^	 ship .between the minimum antenna..dweil time and the .scan frequency is given
.	
^dm	 ^	 ^^	 9m f^ (^^	 ,
where	 tam = m^nimem antenna dwe^7 time Aver 3 d^ baamwidth (sec) ^	 ^'
_
^ = antehoa 3 d8 bear^w^dt,4:' (deg}
.,.:.
j
fs _ scan frequency (Hz} ^;
a^ W Maximum ha^^-cone scan ^3 unit (. deg} .
1 It must be no-^ed that, with a constant scan frequency ,
 search,.the t d^m _
3 occurs at the ou -^Er limit Qf the scan voi um^ boundary defined by em . The	 _
time-required to spiral out ^v the maximum seas limit, i.e., area search
time, i s
a
Tm	
--	 de m f
s
(7}
-
^	 ^ where	 Tm =search time
d .e = angula r advance oi' antenna beam per. revol uti on ("deg/rev}.
MaE;ing use of the relationship
where ^ is the gimbal rate-in deg/see., one can rewrite (6} and (7} as
^z
^6a s
tdm
	 ^	 ( 2 r^ }'em ^'	 ^ tga}
' ^
__;
3b0 -
^	
—	
m
(9b^
m	 (Lt8}
	 ^
iJsing (9a} and (9br, one can de^ermi pe tdm acid Tm
 as the functions of
gimbal	 rate ^.	 Also, assuming' ghat By ^ l /tam , one - can 'es^a;bl i s h the
,:
interdeper^denca between B^ and ^.
_
Phis hype of scan requires min^mt^m 7mpleriien^a^^an' complexity.
-	 _	 ^
.	 .. -
---..
	
. T_^ _ w --- _ ---
,.	
___	 .	 ;d
-- -
$ 1^	 ^
Figure 3 shat^ts Tm , td^,-and Sv as functions of the gimbal` - rate ^,^
for the specific: case which assumes:.
;.	
^
..	
T
em ^	 10° (20° cane)
.
^, =	 1. 5°
ae	 D.72°^(0.6 d8 painting loss during.search}.
From the:data in FigurE 3, it is evident that, with a constant frequency :
' spy raj scan, .the maximum uncertainty area.. defined by the 20° ^ cone ( em = 10° ^	 ^^^
-.	 3-
.	
can be searched ih-about 50 seconds if the nominal 102°/sec gimbal rate
..	
_	 -
^, is assumed^^3, 7ab1e 3.4-1^.	 With 90°/sec gimbal rate, the area search
^r,
i:^me is-about 55 seconds.	 The corresponding v • .ues of i3 v are 11 Hz-,and
^ 1Q liz and, as is sho ►^^n in section 2,.2..1.3 of Rppendix A, these relatively	 ;
.{ 'low bandwidths may ..not be required.	 It therefore appears that the area 	 '^
search time is limited primarily by the gimbal rags, rather than the
rec^uire^ents for .narrow B v :	 5uch limitation, as shaven by the data in 	 ^
',
i
Figure 3, is in the 50 to 55-.sec region, less.than 1/3 of the specified C1^
-
'^-
180-second limit.	 Table 5 .summarizes the forward link requirements.
^
i
-	 Table 5,	 TDRS Sifinal Ac uisitian Requi^emen^r Summary 	 -
^^Forward 'L#nk)
,.. Conical angle uncertainty
(maximum}	 8°	 20°	 -	 ia
Maximum - search time	 1 min	 3 min
TDRS signal	 level	 --126.9. d6mjm2
(ELftP	 = -36.6	 dB4^!}:	 1
PrababilLy of acquisition (PO }	 0.:99.
False alarm probability (Pfa}	 l0'6
^:"
-
The fact that a1 ^ the parameters. speci -Fi ed: i n Tao1 e 5_ are a7 so met
_	
at C/NQ of 60.'2 d6--l-lz is demonstrated in section 2.2..1 	 of Appendix . A..
After the spatial detector circuit prov7des_a signal, thus indi-
cai;ing that the TD^S is witi^in the mainlobe of the antenna, the antenna `
-.	 ^
..	 -
:
is re^Et^rr^ed. to the angular position at ..which ^etectiari has occurred and .
^..	
.
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the miniscan program is initiated ^5^. puring the miniscan, the antenna
beam is moved in a spiral pattern around the initial "signal detect" pvsi-
flora and thus it is reasonable to assume that the TDRS signal provided to
the receiver is nv worse than that at which the initial space detection
h^as :accurred. Cartsequently, one can also assume that the next step, i.e.,
the PN code search and acquisition, takes place . with at least - the same
_	
CIND (? 6D.2 dB-Hz} as the spatial detection.
2.2.2	 PIS Code Search and Acquisition
The purpose off' the code search and acquisition stage of the signal
acquisition procedure is to align the phases of the incoming and locally
generated Pit codes. -The alignment is achieved bjr shifting the-phase of
the locally generated code until coincidence of the two codes is detected
and-the shifting is terminated. If the termination of the. code phase Shift
•is due to a true coincidence, the PN code tracking begins and the remainder
of the acquisition sequence, i.e., carrier lack, bit and frame synchronize--
. tiara, is carried out.
figure 9• shows the simplified black diagram for the PN code search
implementation. The logic flow diagram-for-the PN code search, as well
as far the acquisition and tracking phases, is given in figure 5. Refer-
--	 ring to f=igure ^, the code search is performed as follows.
The frequency of the code. clack applied to the PH register is
changed so as to cause •the phases of the incoming and locally generated
codes to slip past - each other. The change in code clock frequency is such
that, even far the worst case of code clock drift (assumed at 1Q0 Hz, see
Table 4}, the relative code phase slippage does not exceed l/2 chip in
the post-defection bandwidth B v . Nate that By is the bandwidth of one of
the lawpass filters (LPF} which are placed at the output of the square-law
envelope detector ^^].
'COnsequentlj^, as shown in Fipure 4, the output of the corr^^^tar
•	 ^	 is passed through the post--correlation I1 = filter of bandwidth B IP , is
square-law detected,. and is applied to lowpass filters B y and bv , as well
as to •h1^e threshold estimator.. As the code phase difference appra.aches .
1j^'chip width, the output of-the By filter exceeds the threshold Thl.
Crossing of threshold Th l results in a l0 msec pulse. at the output of
_the one-shat multivibrator {MV}. This _pulse inhibits the code search
process for 10 msec.
`3

^
1$	 /^
if the crossing of Th l is due to partial correlation, which is
the beginning phase of the full correlation, the code tracking hoop 	 shown
^^ in Figure S^ pulls into. code synchronism.	 The pull--in causes •the output
' of by to exceed the secondary threshold Thy,-and the search is •^ermi'nated.
The subsequent acquisition of the carrier causes the secondary threshold
to be lowered to,T^^, a value which prevents- . the code search from reoccur-
^^; ring unless the C/^f 0 drops below a predetermined tracking ,threshold value.	 ^	 ^
-	
On the other hand, if the crossing of Th l 	is due to a Horse pulse, 	 _,`'
.^,^....
.i..e., due. to a false alarm, Th 2 is not exceeded after l0 cosec, and the code
search is `resumed upon-expiration of tie 10 cosecinterval. 	 Therefore,
Y^: each false - alarm triggering halts the search process for only l0 cosec.^:.
`i The logic flawdiagram of Figure 5 shows both the true and false alarm 	 .
^^
' paths.
`^( Because. of the .importance of 8^ and b^ to the acquisition perform-'
€^^ ante, a detailed quantitative analysis has been carried out (see appendix A,
sections 2.2,.2.2 and 2.2.2.x) relating these bandwidths to the statistics
o^ i;he PN acqui sI ti an prOCe5S .	 Of particul ar importance i s the rel a •^ i on-
. ship between By and the 0.99 probability cf code synchronization tfine
^^ Tss{0.99j at the system acquisition threshold of G/PL O = 60.2 dg^Hz	 This
:^
relationship i s shown i n Figure 6.
—
-	 a
z.
Foam Figure 6,^it is. evident that a broadminimum for T s$(0.99^	 ^
values lies in •she t^egion of B v -from . 1500 Hz to 2540 Hz. 	 It must be
;_, emphasized, however, than the plof sha^rn pertains .only to the. set of con-
ditions indicated and C/N O =: .50.2 dB-Hz:	 ether sets o'F conditions'^,rauld
results in different relationships between_B^ and Tss.
It must also be pointed out that - the plat in Fig::re 6 is.based an
^^
a thresholdsptting commEr^suraie with two samples contributing to the 	 ^
cumulative probabi7iiy of pPl synchrani^ation'detection per pans-of Oe99.
_
Furthermore, the acquisition irimos indicated are below i;he 10. sec value
_,
gi^e^t; by the equipment specification [1^.	 The F^.code acquisition time
of 8 seconds wool d' therefore be a reasar^abl e value to assume as a revised 	 ;^
` goaT.	 'Rewiring ^^ cade acquisition times of less than;8 seconds is not, 	 ;
^rarr°anted, however, in. ^tiew of the fact that. practically rio threshol d
tolerance for margin] is available at C/^[ 	 of ^D.2 d6^}lz.
0.
,-	 _	 _
..	 Pull-in behavior of-the code tracking loop is given in Appendix 0.
-	 zt is shown- there thai •. a lD mscc. assumpi;ion is adequate..	 ^^^
^:
;,
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Furthermore, because of acquisition time optimization at C/I^ 0 of
60.2 dB-il^, there-may not be a marked decrease in acquisition time as the
• C/i^0
 increases. This is due to an assumption that threshold Th l is set
far constant false alarm rate with respect to the level of the uncarre-
laced signal plus noise. Therefore, unless ether threshold setting cri-
te^ia are used, the acquisition time wi17 not decrease appreciably with
increased C/NO.
2.2.3	 Carrier Acquisition
Following completion of the PN-node search, carrier acquisition
takes place. For carrier acquisition; the Castas loop demodulator VCO
frequency is swept over. the residt{a1 carrier uncertainty range which, for
:the case under consideration, is x-150 kFiz. Thus, the total range over
which the VCO is swept is about 300 kHz.
The time to acquire the carrier and the probability o •^ acquisition
are determined by the loop one-sided noise bandwidth B^ and the signal-
to-noise ratio in the coop, i.e., SNRh .	 - `
Rs shown in section 2.2.3 of Appendix A, with B b
 = 2500 Hz, reli-
able carrier acquisition fpacq >_ 0.99} can occur at C/N^ ^ 60.2 dB- Hz,
within a time interval less than one secand. It is also shown there that,
because of a relative'iy high Si^R^ ^> l0 dB), trade-offs car. be
 carried
out between B b , acquisition phase error, and carrier acquisition time.
x.2.4	 Bit and Frame Synchronization 	 _
The performance of the bit and frame synchronization subunits is
difficult to predict analytically; therefore, empirically derived data
must be relied upon. Of specific interest is the bit synchronizer per-
formance described in ^6^. According to ^6], mEan acquisition times of
less ,than 0.7 sec are obta7ned at Eb/i^0
 values as low as O dg . Referring
to the data rate. of 216 kbps, the corresponding C/i^ 0 is
c/^t^(dB-Hz) = l0 lag t216x 1a^) - ^ dB
This means that bit synchronization acquisition time of l sec at C/^a of
60.2^dB^Hz-can be easily achieved with at least a 6 dB mawn;n
_i
I
-^
r.
^1
22
No exact data on frame synchronization time is available, except
for a statement in ^5^, most likely based on empirical data, that average
frame synchronization time is less than 10 msec. Because it is also stated
in ^6^ that total time for bit and frame acquisition is a roxi ire.--
0.5 sec at 0 dB of ^b/N0 , we conclu	 ha^—'^ sec combined bit and frame
.^-
synchronization--a-t•-^50 = ^i0.2 dB^-Flz is quite realistic and does not impose
unnecessary complexity requirements on the Ku-band equipment design.
2.3	 Tracking performance
^n the preceding section, acquisition performance of the various
subunits was considered at G/N O of about 60 dB-Hz. It was shown that rea-
sonable acquisition performance can be obtained ?^t the nominal C/N O value
of 60.2 d0-Hz. Tracking performance of the receiver subunits will now be
considered.
2.3.1	 Angie Tracking Performance and Threshold
Angle tracking threshold can be defined as that value of G/NO at
which the angle tracking loops brew: lock or at which the angle noise in
these loops becarr^es sufficiently high so as to significantly degrade the
SCR performance. Thus, 6y examining the behavior of the rms angle track-
ing error as a function of G/N 0 , tracking as well as threshold performance
of the angle tracking loops can be defined. Although there are two track-
ing loops in the System under consideration, one for the AZ axis and one
for the ^L axis, examination of the angle tracking error in either one o•F
these Ioops is indicative of the angle tracking threshold performance.
An e,tpression for the square of the angle tracing error can be
obtained by modifying the equation on page 3-37 of ^3^ into a mare directly
usable form:
BIF(o)
Q 2 -^ ^
Z 8 s R X 1 ^' 2 C/NO^.t	
I la	 Z C	 2B	 ^ }
^n { NOD S	 1 - G/fVaD
where ^a = rms value of angle tracking error
^ = antenna 3 dB beamwidth
O s = angle servo loop noise bandwidth
^l _	 _ _	
f	
1 ' ^-'3
	
23
m = antenna trac^Cing slope coefficient
	
^^.
	 A = coup1ing factor far the monopu1se channel
D = effective Increase in thermal noise N0 due to coupling
of noise from q channel
B I ^.(a} = IF bandwidth of the angle trac[cing channel
	
`='	 C/NO = carrier-to-noise ratio (dB-Hz)^ at receiver input.
The angle tracing performance can be estimated using the param-
eters proposed by the iCu-band equipment contractor ^3, p. 3-37a. These
parameters are as follows:
^=1.b°
Bs=1.011z
Km = 0.5 (worst case)
A = 2 d6 or 1.585 numeric
D = 2.1 dB or 1.b22 numeric
and	 BZF(v} = 30 ^fl^z .
Substituting the values indicated into equation (I1), one obtains
the relationship between 6a and G/f^D. Figure T shows this relationship.
Fram Figure 7, it is evident that, if the criterion for the threshold is
oa < 0.2° ^1], the trac^Cing threshold, based on the thermal noise mane is
at about 5^ dB.
The pointing loss at D/NO = 60.2 dB-Hz (acquisition threshold; can
be estimated by first computing the corresponding value of c a and then
substituting this value into the following equation:
^ (dB} =	
2
12 ^a
s
	 (l 2)
where M is pointing loss in dB and ^ is antenna 3 dB banmwidth in degrees.
Thus,
Phis loss is negligible compared to RF and servo bias error, which may be
^^'	 expected in the system. An estimated pointing loss due to these bias
^i^;^	 .. ;,	 .
M (dB} _ (12)(0.002) = O.OI dB.
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errors is about D.I4 dB [3] and is well within the 0.3 dB pointing Ions
.	 specification [7^. Une therefore concludes that the thermal noise is not
' ^'	 a limitation for the angle tracking subsystem if one takes into account
,.	 the unavaidab }e bias errors.
2.3.2	 PN Tracking
Upon acquisition of the PN code, the tracking Iaop-takes aver.
The loop then maintains the synchronism between the phases of the incoming
and locally generated codes. Figure^8 shows the block diagram of the
Bela lock {DLL} PN code tracking loop. With this loop, the tracking
error is generated by comparing the outputs of the A-correlator (local
code advanced by ^rd'") and the D-correlator ( local code delayed by Td).
A difference in the amplitudes of the two outputs is used to control the
frequency, and hence the phase, of the local PN code clock,
As shown in f=igure 8, the outputs of the A and D correlators are
bandpass filtered and then square -loot detected. The outputs of the square-
law detectors are then passed through zonal filters which pass only the
DC-center^ad components to the difference circuit. The output of the
differencer is then applied to the loop filter and finally to the control
circuit terminal of the code clock 1^C0. This closed loop configuration
results in an equivalent noise loop ^^andwidth ( one-sided) of BL.
An alternate implementation for a PN code tracking loop is shown
in Figure 9. This implement^xtian is known as a tau jitter loop. As shown
in Figure 9, only one IF channel is used for the tracking function. This
channel, which is fed b^, the output of the T-correlator, is time-shared
by the advanced and delayed versions of the Cade correlation signals.
The advance and delay are performed at the jitter frequency whose period
is Td . The magnitudes . of these delays are ^r d . An obvious advantage of
the tau ..jitter loop is the reduced number of IF channels required to imple-
ment the tracking functions; only one channel is required, as compared to
twn channels required by the delay lock loop. Furthermore, the advantage
^d is the correlator spacing and is restricted to a range of
^	 Td <_ o, where D is the code chip length. In other sections of this report
and particularly in Appendixes B, C, a^-^d D, Td is defined as oJN, where
N is any number larger than unity.
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of time-sharing the same IF channel is that the distortions introduced by
the channel {i.e., gain variations, bandpass, and phase nonlinearities)
are common -moded out for the correlation samples.
The tracking performance of both the delay lock and tau-jitter
loops are compared in detail in Appendixes 8 and C. The comparison is
peri"ormed with respect to such parameters as loop noise band^ridt^i Bh , the
tracking IF filter bandwidth S i , carrelatvr spacing z d (^JN}, and carrier-
ta-noise ratio C/N0 . Figure l0 shows the rms tracking error fvr the t^wv
loops under consideration as a function of one-sided noise bandwidth g^
and C/N0 . From Figure 10, it is evident that, for any given value of ^L,
the performance of the delay lack loop is from 2 to 2.5 dB better than
that of the tau-jitter loop. A similar characteristic is indicated by
Curves I and 2 of Figure Il, which shawl the relationship between the
normalized tracking error QT and the tracking Ioop bandwidth B^.
Assuming the baseline value of B^ W 300 Mz, the normalized tracking
error for the tau-jitter loop is about 1.97 or 0.0197. The effective
signal loss at the output of the punctual correlator is [7]:
GT = l0 log .(I - l .6 ^T}
= 70 lag [7 - (7.6)(0.0197}^
	
t14}
0.14 dB .
	"= ^	 The corresponding signal loss for a delay lock loop ( crT = I.35^} is 0.09 dB.
Thus, it appears that, from the standpoint of data recovery performance,
the difference at C/N O = 60.2 dg-FEz is rather insignificant. At higher
_'	 vaIues of C/N0 , this difference will be even less,
	
. ^	 Conseguentl.y, from the s^Candpoint of data recovery performance,
the use of a tau-jitter laop does not intraduca significant degradation.
The irr^;^ lementation ^:vmplexity, however, is considerably reduced with use 	 ^
A
of the tau-jitter ioop. It thus appears that, for the forward link, the
	
^	 tau-jitter loop is a potentially desirable candidate.
2.3.3	 Carrier Tracking
t -
The carrier tracking i.hreshvid is considered in section 2.3.3 of 	 _
Appendix A. There it is Shawn That the threshold, as defined by 100 min
mean time to unlock the carrier loop, is at about 57 d6-Nz.
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The degradation in signal due to carrier loop noise is only about
0.2 d8-Wz at this value of C/NO and it is negligible at 60.2 d6-Hz. Thus,
one concludes that the carrier tracking loop is not a limiting subunit of
the Ku-band receiver chain.
2,3.4 Bit Synchronizer Threshold
The bit synchronizer threshold, according to Table 5-5 in [6^ is
at about E b/NO of -5 dB. for the Zl6 kbps forward link data rate, this
corresponds to
C/NO = 53.3 dB-Hz - 5 d6
= 48.3 d6-Hz	 ^l5}
Thus, it appears That the bit synchronizer threshold is not a limitation
on any of the other. system subunits.
2.4	 Summary of Acauisition and Tracking Threshold
Performance for the Forward Link
The summary of the acquisition and tracking threshold performance
estimates for the Shuttle Ku-band receiver is given in Table 6. From
these estimates, it is evident that the requirement to acquire at C/NO
of 60.2 d6 does not violate any of the parameters included in the procure-
ment specification ^1^, Moreover, because the estimates in Table 6 are
derived from a rather basic, simple system configuration, it is recommended
that these estimates be used as guidelines for the Ka-band forward linfc
performance. In this manner, any improvements in system configuration
should result in a better performance.
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Table 6. Summary o-F Acquisition and Tracking. Threshold Performance for the
Shuttle Ku-Band Communication Receiver Subunits (Forward Zink}
-	 Acquisition
	
Tracking
-	 Bstimated	 Aquisition
	
Tracking
	
Tracking Threshold
Requisition Time	 Performance
	
Threshold
	
limitation or
Subunit	 at C/NO = 60.2 dB-Hz	 Limitation
	
clNa
	 Driving Factor
Angle Search
and Track
P{V Cade Search
and Acquisition
fc = 3. D3 Mcps
^! = 1023 bits
Carrier Search
and Lock
Bit sync
Frame Sync
55 sec Maximur^ gimbal - rate of 54 d8-Hz RM5 angle track error of
120°/sec	 ^ 0.2°
5-8 sec 1) SNR 57 dB,Hz Time to remain 4,rithin lock
2) Code clock uncertainty -For 100 minutes and
of 700 Hz due to
Plock ^ 0 ' gg	 -
receiver VCO
< 0.5 se c 1^ Probability of acqu^- 57 dB^Hz Mean time to unlock of
T sition 0.9 or better 100 minutes
' 2) B L of 2500 Hz
1	 sec SNR 48.3 dS-Hz 5NR
10 msee SNR Limited by SIVR
bit sync
_
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3.0	 BENT-PIPE IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
3.1	 General Descri flan	 .
The bent-pipe mode for payloads allows transmission of data that
is not in the standard NASA format. Thus, multiple formats and multiple
modulator/demodulators can be used by the payloads. The design goal fiat
	
;^ ^	 the bent-pipe mode is to minimize the s;Dnal processing in the Orbiter for
data that does not meet the standard NASA format. Therefore, no Orbiter
control of command or telemetry for the bent-pipe data is proposed. ^tal;her,
the Orbiter will act as a relay which will either merely make a frequency
	
^	 transla^i^:^ at IF or perform RF demodulation and remoduiatian on a new
Garri er.
..
1
^^
^'
^^
{
_! ...^.....__.. e
The Mock diagram far the Orbiter portion of the bent-pipe-sink
is-shown in Figure 12. Channel l is primarily an analog commercial TV
channel with a bandwidth of 4.2 MHz. Alternately, however, Channel 1 may
consist of one of the other data channels shown 9 namely, 4.5 MHz of analog
data ar up to 4 MHz of NR^ digital data.
Tf- remaining channels are to be modulated onto an 8.5 P9Hz sine
wave unbalanced QP.SK subcarrier. The power split is 4:1. The 20^ input
is designated as Channel 3 and consists of a l92 kbps Bi-^-L data channel
from the network signal processor. The 80^ input, Channel 2, is generally
from the payload system and consists of up to 2 Mbps qf data in the NRZ
format, As shown in Figure i2, Channel 2 may also consist of information
from recorder playbacks. Among the tests and analyses :hat have been per-
formed are those in ^8,9^. An analysis of the bent-pipe preprocessor is
also included i n Appendix E of^this report.
3.2	 Description of Test Results
Among the various cQ^didate signal formats that are expected to be
transmitted via nonstandard bent--pipe is a 76 kbps Bi-^-L data stream on
a 1.024 f^Hz subcarrier. This signal was tested and reported by Seyi and
Smith ^i0^.	 suranary of -the results of the tests is as follows:
A block diagram of the transmitter is shown in Figure I3. Figure 14
shows the block diagram for the receiver used ie the tests. At the receiver,
the post-detection filter for the 8.5 MHz subcarrier has a bandwidth of
7.6 MHz. The LPF for the analog TV channei . is 4.2 MHz. The i6 kbps data
CCTV
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i^p to 4.5 MHz Analog Data
Up to 4 MHz Digital Dau^ NRZ
r
Faylaad
c	 Systems
v
Faylaad
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S1 nal
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Figare 12. Orbiter Portion of the Bent-^Pi^e Link Implementation
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signal on the 1.024 MHz s^abcarrier was also tested in Channel 7 as shown
in Figure l4. The bandwidth of the prefilter for the 1.024 MHz subcarrier
is set at 160 kHz.
For all tests, the FM deviations were set at the transmitter by
adjusting the gains G i , G2 , and G3 , each individually with the other signal
inputs removed, as fo7laws:
Gain	 Channel	 ±dF
G1
	8.5 MHz subcarrier	 6 MHz
G2
	TV -Channel 7
	 11 MHz
G3
	1& kbps on 1.024 MHO sub-
	 5 MHz
carrier in Channel i
The total range of the instantaneous frequency deviation is 2aF
in each of the above cases.
The results of the tests are shown in Figures i5 and 16, and are
summarized in Table 7. The signal -Formats of the tests A,B,...,K are
described in Table 7, and the corresponding performance results are shown
in Figures I5 and 16.
The bent-pipe test signal, nameiy, the 16 kbps on 1.024 MHz, was
injected into Channels 1 and 2 without any external noise at the input.
The actual signal will already have additive noise.
A1sa note that the addition of analog TV degrades all other channels
between 2 and 3.5 dB.
3.3	 Pre racessor Anal sis Considerations
A preprocessor technique for accommodating narrowband bent-pipe
payload data is presented in Figure l7. In this concept, the payload +iota
can be in any modulation format and can be analog or digital, but its
highest frequency must be less than 2 MHz. To guarantee this maxinum fre-
quency limitation, the input payload data is first lowpass Filtered. The
filtered payload data plus payload-Orbiter link noise is then hardiimited,
making the resultant waveform appear as a pseudo-2 Mbps digital data stream
which, for high signal-to-noise ratio, resembles the normal 2 Mbps N^Z da3:a
input far Modes 1 and 2 Ku-band communication. Thus, this concept allows
for the normal Mode 2 operational data (192 kbps) and the 4.5 MHx analog
,r.
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Table 7. Summary of Test Results
Contents of
Pe was Channel
	 i Contents of Contents of
Test pleasured for: {Baseband Channel} Channel	 2 Channei	 3 Comments
A 192 kbps	 in 0 2 Mbps PJRZ 192	 kbps Bi-¢-L P e = 10
-4
 at C/N O = 76 dB-Hz
Channel	 3
B 192	 kbps	 in Commercial 2 Mbps NRZ 192	 kbps Bi-p-L Degradation in Channel	 3 due
Channel	 3 Analog TV to TV	 in Channel	 3 is	 2.3 dB
C Z Mbps NRZ in 0 2 Mbps NRZ 192	 kbps Bi-^-L Pe = 10
-4
 at C/N O = 82 d6-Hz
Channel	 2
D 2 Mbps PJRZ	 in 16 kbps Bi-^-L on 2 Mbps PJRZ 192	 kbps Bi-^-L Degradation of 2 Mbps in
Channel	 2 1.024	 tiNz	 S.C. Channel	 2 due to	 16	 kbps	 in
Channel	 1	 = 0.8 dB
E 2 Mbps PJRZ in Commercial 2 pibps NRZ 792	 kbps Bi-^-L Degradatiar^ of 2 Mbps 	 in
Channel	 2 Analog 7V Channel	 2 due to TV	 in Channel
1	 = 2.4 dB
G ib kbps Bi-^-L 16 kbps 8i-^-L on 2 Mbps NRZ 192 kbps Bi-^-L of for 16 kbps	 in Channel	 1
on	 1.024 MHz S.C. 1.024	 p1Hz	 S.C. is 5 MHz
in Channel	 1
H ]6 kbps Bi-p-L 0 lb	 kbps Bi-^-L 0 ^	 1.5 dB degradation by
on	 1.024 MHz S.C. on	 1.024	 piHzS.C. changing 16 kbps	 to Channel	 2
in Channel	 2 from Channel	 1
J 16 kbps Bi-^-L 0 16	 kbps	 Bi-^-E. 192	 kbps Bi-^-L Very little degradation by
on	 1.024 MHz S.C. on	 1.024 MHz S.C. adding	 ]92	 kbps	 in Channel	 3
in Channel	 2
K 16^ kbps	 Bi-^-L Commercial ]6 kbps Bi-^-L 192	 kbps Bi-^-L More than 3 d6 degradation
on	 1.024 MHz S.C. Analog TV on	 1.024 MHz S.C. by adding TV	 in Channel	 1
in Channel	 2
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data or the 4 Mbps digital data ar the 4.5 MHz '^^ to be transmitted along
with the bent-pipe payload data. Alternately, in Mvde 1, the bent-pipe
`^	 payload data can be transmitted along with the 192 kbps operational data
and the 10-50 Mbps convolutionally coded digital data.
Previous designs of the FM Made 2 and PM Mode 1 Ku-band return links
have not considered the effects of a bent-pipe signal on the other two data
'^	 channels nor the interfering effects of these channels on the preprocessed
bent-pipe waveform. Before addressing these issues, one must first examine 	 ^,...
the nonlinear processing of the payload data plus noise which takes place
in the bent-pipe pr^:pracessor itself. In general, one would like to he
able to statistically characterize the signal and noise components ire the
preprocessor output when its input is as unspecified as possible. As we
shall see from the development given in Appendix E, this general task leads
to mathematically intractable solutions. Fortunately, however, sufficient
^^	 ^	 information is known about many of the payloads so that they can be charac-
terized by specific data formats. Among the passible candidates are analog
and various digital formats, including composite digital signals. One
specific example which corresponds to NASA and DO p
 payloads is a 15 kbps
Manchester coded telemetry data stream, bi-phase modulated an a 1.024 MHz
subcarrier. This signal has been tested over a Mode 2 return link and
the results of these tests reported in C10] and summarized in the preceding
subsection.
'
	
	
In Appendix E, we focus our attention on characterizing the output
signal and noise statistics of the bent-pipe preprocessor when the input
signal is of the above form, namely, a low rate digital modulation on a
subcarrier. Since the bent-pipe preprocessor output becomes modulated
onto an 8.5 MFiz unbalanced QPSK subcarrier, together with the 192 kbps
Manchester coded operational data, one should then be able to modify pre-
vious analyses [11,12 of unbalanced QPSY. demodulator performance to account
for the presen^:e cr y`  'che noisy preprocessed bent-pipe signal as opposed to
the noise-free 2 Mbps NRZ data stream which is normally transmitted on that
channel. These modifications, along with the predictions of performance
which follow from :hem: are the su ggested subjects of further investigation.
r
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^.I	 Requirements
'.z One of the requirements generated by NASA for the forward link is
s, a potential capability to carry text and graphics information.	 The data
-rate designation for this link is 128 kbps, which is one of the data com-
^;: ponents comprising the composite 216 kbps rate. 	 The baseline implements-
^^ tiara configuration for this mode is s slaw-scan, black-and-white TU com- 	 ^	 ^
' patible with the i28 kbps rate. 	 ' '"^'^'^^
.^One of the requirements far the forward link text and graphics 	 ,^
transmissian is that of^high fidelity reproduction of the original dacu- 	 ^
ment.	 Consequently, when selecting bandwidth compression techniques, one
should consider only those methods which result in either no distortion at
ali or only a minimal amount of distortion.
.. The type of. information transmitted may typically involve, but may
i
not necessarily be limited to:	 {1)	 phatamaps,	 (2}	 printed maps,	 {3}	 ^
sky imagery {star photos}, 	 (4)	 electronic schematics, and 	 {5}	 mechanical
assembly drawings.
.	
.. Presently, sour operating modes are being considered far the slaw-
scan '^'V text and graphics link.	 Table 8 summarizes the saiient parameters
of the four modes.	 It also provides an estimate far the time required to
transmit an 8--in by i0-in document sheet. 	 As Shawn in the table, Modes 1
ti and 3 provide a binary grey scale and Modes 2 and ^ provide a b4-level grey
scale.	 The latter two modes are intended primarily for the transmissian of 	 _
multi-level sources, such as phatamaps. 	 The obvious penalty paid far using
a
the multiple grey ieveI capability is the increased transmissian time.
Table 8.	 Image Resolution for an 8-in x lO-in source
Spatial Resolution	 Grey E.evel Resolution	 Transmission Time
^ Made	 (^.ines/Inch)	 (Bits/Sample}	 (minutes)`	 i
°^
1	 125	 1	 D.1Z
2	 250
	
b	 8.08
3	 35O	 1	 I.00
4	 500	 6	 12.35	 ;
^Transmissian time is based on i28 kbps forward link rate,	 j
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Binary grey scale modes (1 and 3) are considered to be suitable
for transmission of information other than photomaps. The tradeoff within
^"	 the binary grey scale modes is then line resolution versus transmission time.
^'	 Acceptable performance with 350 lines/inch can he expected for printed maps,
drawings and star imagery. however, with 120 lines/inch, only a printed
(typed} text type of material can be transmitted with reasonable fidelity.
4.2	 Implementation Considerai;3ons_
One of the most likely candidates for encoding text and graphics
data which consists of large sections of white is to use the Horlander-de-
Coulon-Kunt^(hCK) code. This code is specifically designed to skip the
white places. Atypical encoding scheme far binary grey level would then
i
be as follows:	 ^°
(1) The sampled line is divided in N picture elements (pet)
blacks.
(2} If a block contains at least one black pel, an (t1-E-7) bit word
is transmitted, where the first bit is "1" and the next P, bits represent
the binary sequence^of the block.
(3) If a block contains no black pe7s, there is no transmission
and the next block is sampled.
The application of the HCK codes to multilevel graphics encoding
can be performed in the following manner:
{1} The sampled scan line is divided into N-pel blocks. Each
peas is encoded into m levels.
(2} If a black consists of all white picture elements, the
encoder output is "0".
(3) All nonwhite blocks are encoded by (mN^l) bit code words,
where the first "1" indicates a beginning of a nonwhite code word and
"m" are the grey level code bits.
For the particular application at hand, a two-dimensional multi-
level hCK encoding must be considered. With two-dimensional encoding,
blocks of N4x^i pels are used. For an all-white block, a "O" is transmitted
and, fora block of at least one nonwhite sample, a cads word containing
[(fix ^ x m) ^- 1^ bits is transmitted.
...
^"
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E
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It must be noted that, for ail types of the HCK encoding listed
above, the compression ratio depends upon the total number of all-white
blocks in the source document.
A conceptual block diagram for the forward link text and graphics
decoder is shown in Figure 18. The input to the decoder is a serial 128
kbps data stream. Typically, the received data may consist of a one-bit
` ^.,^	
preamble followed by l6 pixels (4 rows and 4 columns}. If a simple, two-
level encoding is used, a "1" preamble wi11 indicate that the bits which
follow represent the binary values of the corresponding pets. A "0" pre-
amble, however, indicates that no additional data will be supplied and
thus the decoder produces a string of either l6 zeros (if Q }white) or
i6 ones (if 1-white}. Mote that the decoder also converts the data from
block to line format usable by the display.
As shown in Figure i8, the inputs to the decoder are the serial
data, the data clock and the frame sync. The state of the preamble bit
is determined by the timing and control unit interrogating the buffered
data stream. Fora preamble of "l", the contents of the buffer are out-
putted to the memory unit. The data clock also advances the memory coun-
ters and the write command is supplied to the memory unit so that the
buffered i6 bits are stored. Far a preamble of "0", a set of l6.bits
(either ones or zeros} is loaded into the memory. These bits, of course,
are locally generated and they serve as white "fillers."
,^
The operation of the 6 bit/p^xei (multilevel greys) is similar
except that a serial-to--parallel conversion takes place prior to loading
the memory. Dotted arrows in Figure 18 Shaw parallel data handling.
The format conversion for both the 1 bit/pixel and the 6 bit/pixel
is performed within the decoder by the addressing logic.
^	 C.)	 c':	 _
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Figure 18. Conceptual Block Diagram for the Forward Link Text and Graphics Decoder
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5.0
	 CONG^.E1SiO^I5 A^6D R^GOMi^iEf^DATiONS
The analysis of the forward link signal structure and performance
predictions has been carried out and it is shown that the change to the
new iVASR-selected PIi code rate of 3.03 Mcps (versus 11.23 Mcps originally
specif^ pd ^l^) does not degrade the. performance of the forward link beyond
the requirements stated in [i^. It is also shown that all of the acquisi-
tion requirements far the forward link can be met at the G/N O of 6C^.2 d8-Nz.	 -
The tracking threshold of the link is estimated at about 57 d8-llz. P^! 	 ^*^
tracking methods for the fo^ard link have been investigated in detail and
it appears that a tau-jitter loop, which is simple to implement, can be a
good alternative for the delay lock loop (aLL) which is considered as a
baseline device for PN code tracking.
The threshold analysis of the bent-pipe concept for the Orbiter
has been carried rut. along with the comparative analysis of the empirical
data. The complexity of the analytical approach, however, warrants further
investigation to reconcile the empirical and theoretical results.
Techniques far incorporating text and graphics transmission capa-
bility into the forward link data stream have , been considered and a baseline
configuration is described.
The summarizing recommendation is that the results of the analyses
	 ^
presented in this report be considered in evaluating the approaches taken
by the vendors) involved in the Ku--band system design. 	 3
-` ^,
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ACQUTSTTION AND TRACKING THRESHOLD ESTIMATES FOR THE FOR^lARD LINK
OF THE SHUTTLE KU-SAND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
by
5ergei Udalov
1.0	 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this appendix is to establish a set of parameters
which can be used as a guideline for specifying the acquisition and
tracking threshold performance of the Shuttle Ku-band communication
receiver. As explained in the sections following, the acquisition
threshold E^ay be defined as that C/N O value* at which all of the receiver
subunits can establish lock and the resulting performance is sti11 com-
patible with same usable bit error rate (BER} at the system output. In
compar3 >on, the tracking_ thresholds may be defined as a set of C/NO values,
lower ^^^an the acquisition threshold, at which the system performance
either reaches an unacce table level (excessive SCR) or results in a high
probability of losing lack (marginal time to unlock}.
For the Shuttle Ku-band communication receiver, both the acqui-
sition and tracking threshold performances are estimated for the subunits,
which include spatial TDRS detector, PN despreader, data demodulator
tCostas loop} and bit synchronizer. It is shown that, even at the
"threshold" value of C/N O = 60.2 d8-Hz, all of the acquisition require-
ments specified for this equipment [l] can be met.
Section 2.0 contains all of the applicable performance estimates.
Subsection 2.l is devoted primarily i:o the assumptions and definitions
used in carrying out the analyses. Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 consider the
acquisition and tracking threshold performance, respectively. Conclusions
and recommendations are presented in Section 3.0.
Referred to antenna output terminal, i.e., receiver input.
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2.0
	
PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
2.1	 ASSllMPTI0N5 AND DEFINITIONS
First, it is importan^: to point out that the system model used
far the analysis is a basic one and, consequently, the performance esti-
mates provided in this report do not Include trade-offs resulting from
potential .use of mare sophisticated system models. For example, it is
assumed that only one correlation channel is used to detect PN code sync.
We also assume a "PN despread first" type of. acquisition sequence.
Second, we must point out that the analysis ^is . carried out for
the PN code parameters which reflect the latest trend in NASA's forward
link design philosophy. Specifically, the code rate of 3.028 mcs and the
Cade length of 1023 chips are assumed. It is furthermore a:;sumed that
the doppler and the carrier uncertainties are reduced to within x-7.5 kHz
at the TDRS and, consequently, any frequency uncertainties in excess of
this value are due to the instabilities of the Shuttle's receiver
oscillators.
Next, we present our definition of "thresholds" and the rationale
for such definition. Specifically, in this report, the acquisition
threshold performance is defined at the C/N O of 60.2 c,B-Hz, which carre-
spands to a BER of 10 -2 for 216 kbps data rate and a combined corre1ator
and bit synchronizer loss of 2.5 dB.^ The BER = i0
-2
 value is chosen here
because it represents a system performance paint useable for delta
modulator-encoded voice communication.
f°
Having defined the acquisition "threshold" in the abuS^e manner,
R
the questions to answer are:
(a) Are the acquisition times and the corresponding statistical
constraints within the values of the original specification?
(b) if different, what are their estimated values?
(c) How does the acquisition performance at C/N O = 60.2 d6-Hz
relate to other pertinent system operating points, such as the 60.4 dB-Hz
GPC designated condition and the 62.8 dB-Hz value commensurate with the
TORS search procedure?	 .
The assumed breakdown is l.5 dB for correlator and 1.0 d6 far
bit synchronizer losses ., respectively.
^,.
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The characteristics of the tracki^ thresholds are more difficult
to define because they involve not only the thermal noise performance,
but also the dynamics of various Shuttle missions. The dynamics are of
particular importance to the angle, the code, and the carrier tracking
subunits of the communication equipments. Our estimates for the tracking
thresholds are based, therefore, an the assumption of thermal noise only.
Furthermore, wherever applicable, we use the definition of tracking
threshold as that value of C/NO which would theoretically result in a
mean time of 100 minutes to unlock a particular tracking function. The
100-minute interval is chosen as typical communication time with the
same TDRS satellite.
Table 1 summarizes the salient system parameters assumed for
the acquisition and tracking threshold analysis. Figure 1 shows the sim-
plified block diagram of the Shuttle receiver portion which includes the
spatial acquisition detection, PN despreader, data demodulator and angle
track data detector.
2.2	 ACQUISITIQN PERFORMANCE
2.2.1	 Spatial Acquisition of TDRS--
2.2.7.1	 General Description
The alignment of the antenna directivity patterns along a common
line-of-sight (L05) is the first step for establishing the TDRS/Shuttle
Ku-band communicative link. The alignment of the TDRS antenna is aided
by the "wide beam" horn radiator mounted on the Shuttle`s antenna. The
alignment of the TDRS antenna, however, must be performed by scanning
across the residual uncertainty volume which may be as wide as a 20° cone.
For best scan efficiency, a spiral pattern is used to search out the uncer-
tainty volume. Furthermore, in order not to limit the rate at which the
uncertainty volume is scanned, the energy detection is Used to declare
TDRS intercept ^2^. The energy detected in this case is that of the spread
spectrum signal entering the main lobe of the Shuttle's antenna pattern.
Referring to the block diagram of Figure 1, the spatial acquisi-
tion and detection unit'`
 works at the second TF and it uses a portion of
In FEughes (Ku-band system subcontractor) documents ^3,4^, this
unit is referred to as the independent spatial acquisition detection
(ISAD) unit.
;,'
i
I
''	 ^^ ^	
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-- 1"able 1.	 Salient Parameter Assumptions for Shuttle	 '.w
^ Ku-Band Receiver Channel
Parameter Description Value* Remarks	 '`^
PN Code Rate 3,028 mcp Reduced from 11.232 mcs
^'
PN Code Length 7023 chips Reduced from 2047 chips
' .^..
_ Incoming carrier.dopp1er (^7.5 kHz} Corrected at TDRS.	 Without
and drift uncertainty correction:	 X1.0 i^Hz
-^	 ^^ Residual received carrier
±750 kHz Receiver osciilatar(s)
uncertainty drift contribution
Incoming code clock (^ 2 Hz) Coherent with carrier.
doppler uncertainty Corrected at TDRS.	 Without
correction:
	
±400 Hz
s
Residual	 code clock
{100 Hz
Reduced from ±300 Hz for
oscillator uncertainty 11.223 mcs code rate	
,
,^ Values in brackets () have
,y
negligible effect an threshold calculations.
	 '^
..
....
	 „
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Hughes documents refer to this circuit as Independent Spacial Acquisition Detector (ISAD}.
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Figure i. Signal Processing P©rtion of Shuttle Ku-Band Receiver w Simplified Block Diagram
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the sum-channel
	 (^) signal.	 The spread PN signal
	 is passed through a
3 MFfz bandpass filter and applied to a square-law detector.
	 The output
}^ of the square--law detector is, in turn, applied to a low-pass filter and
a threshold estimator.
	 The function of the low-pass filter is to reduce
the magnitude of the fluctuating component of the detected noise.
	 The
function of the threshold estimator '15 to provide a well-smoothed value
^: of the DC component of the detected noise.
	 This DC component is then
scaled and applied to the threshold circuit to provide the reference for
the "signal present" condition.
	 The threshold estimator circuit is essen-
tially a low-pass filter whose bandwidth is at least several orders of
?^ magnitude narrower than B v .	 Consequently, the detection of the signal
in the main beam of the antenna depends on the ability of the B^ filter
' to respond to the DC level change at the output of the square-law detector,
.such change being due to the antenna beam scanning across the T.-'?S signal.
a' The actual value of B^ is therefore a compromise between the detection
.	 re?lability and the antenna scan rate.
2.2.3.2	 Spiral	 Scan Considerations
`' Far a constant scan frequency' spiral search pattern, the relation-
ship between the minimum antenna dwell' time and the scan frequency is
given by Cz]:
s
tdm -	 2^ em fs
where:	 tdm = minimum antenna dwell time aver 3 d8 beamwidth (seconds)
^ = antenna 3 dB beamwidth (degrees)
fs
 = scan frequency (Hz)
am 
= maximum ha]f-cone scan limit (degrees).
It must be Hated that, with a constant scan frequency search, the tdm
occurs at the outer limit of the scan volume boundary defined by e m . The
time required to spiral out to the maximum scan limit, i.e., area search
time, is
(1)
^ where	 Tm = area search time
ae = angular advance of antenna beam per revolution (degrees/rev}.
MaEcing use of the relationship
,^
fs	 -	 360°	
(3}
where ^ is the gimbal rate in deg/sec, one can rewrite (1) and (2} as
^* follows:
tdm
	
=	
3b0^	
(4a)
(2^} em ^
360 e
^^ Tm	 =	
m	 ( 4b }
( AB }	 ^
Using (4a} and (4b), one can determine t dm and Tm as the functions of
rk. gimbal rate ^.	 Also, assuming that B^ = 	 l/tdm , ane can establish the
interdependence between B^ and ^.	 Figure 2 shows Tm , tdm , and BV as
functions of gimbal rate, ^, for the specific case which assumes:
e	 = 10°	 (20° cone}
m
s =	 1.6°
Ae = 0.72° (0.6 d6 pointing loss during search).
From the data in Figure 2, it is evident that, with the constant frequencyw,
spiral	 scan, the maximum uncertainty area defined by the 20° cone (am = 10°}
can be searched in about 50 seconds if the nominal 102°/sec gimbal rate
is assumed [3, Table 3.4-i^. 	 With 90°/sec gimbal rate, the area search
^ time is about 55 seconds.	 The corresponding values of 8v are 11 Hz and
10 WZ and, as will be shown in the next subsection, these relatively low
bandwidths may not be required. 	 It appears, therefore, that the area
search time is limited primarily by the gimbal rates, rather than the
^ requirements for narrow B^. 	 Such limitation, as shown by the data in
Figure 2, is in the 50 to 55 seconds region, less than 1/3 of the specified
- 180-second limit.
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2.2.1.3
	 Signal Detection Considerations
The statistics of the signal detection during angular search
^	 for TDRS will now be considered. Specifically, TDRS detection at C/NO
= 60.2 dB-Hz will be considered. Square--law detector theory will be used
to simplify the pertinent analysis. Thus, assuming a square-law detector
between IF output {Paint Q , Figure i) and the LPF input {Point Q },
'^	 the expression for rms noise value at the LPF output is
^,..
a =	
B By 
^1 ^ 2{S/N)IF	 {5)	 ,^
	IF 	 ^
where
	
a = normalized rms value of the noise component at output
of the E^PF (Input [) to threshold circuit)
B IF = noise bandwidth of IF filter {Hz}
8^ = noise bandwidth of the low-pass filter (Hz)
(S/^!) IF = signal-to-noise ratio in IF filter.
It must be noted that 6 in {,} is normalized with respect to the average
^::	 {DC) value of "noise only" output of the square-law detector. This DC
value is
	
N	 HIF	 BIF NO
	
{6)
a'	 where	 NO = kT s = Boltzmann's constant x System noise temperature
= system noise density in dBW/Hz.
Equation {5} can be used for calculating the location of the
.-	 TDR5 detection threshold, as well as far the estimates of the threshold
tolerances commensurate with the statistical constraints imposed on the
TDRS acquisition. Specifically, the location of the threshold{s) must
be such that, with a given a, a certain probability of detection, P D , is
.,	 obtained for the mainlobe signal and, at the same time, an acceptablyti.
low probability of false alarm, Pfa , is maintained for the worst case
sidelobe signal. The condition of the worst case sideiabe signal occurs
when the TDRS is within the first sidelobe of the Shuttle`s antenna, yet
,^;, the detection thresholds have been deliberately lowered to insure mainM
lobe acquisition under degraded conditions listed in Table 2.
a
a._..R.^i
^^
^°
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Table 2. Factors Contributing to Sidelabe Suppression Degradation
.Parameter	 Maximum	 Minimum	 Degradation {dB;
TDRS EIRP	 48.0 dBw	 36.6 dBw	 71.4
Path Loss	 208.5 d8	 205.7 dB	 2.8
Pointing Loss
	
3 dB	 0 dG	 3.0
{OPC designate)
	
Total Degradation	 17.2 dB
Therefore, if the measured sidelobe level of an antenna is
22 dB down (baseline value, the effective level during TDRS acquisition
is only
	
J
eff = 22 dB - 17.2 dB = R^.8 d6
	 (7)
The value of 
J
eff °f 4.8 dB will be used in calculations which fallow.
First, we compute the {5/N) zF for the worst case mainlobe signal:
(S/^f} ML = C/N O (dB-Ftz) - Spectrum Toss (dB) - 10 Tog B IE. (d8y
60.2 dB-Hz -	 •1.2 dB	 -	 64.8 dB-Hz
(in 3.0 MHz)	 (3.0 MHz noise BW)
_ -5.8 d8
	 or	 0.265 numeric.	 (8)
Next, we compute {5/N) IF for the highest sidelabe signal, i.e., worst
case:
(S/^!}SL	 (S/N)^^L - 4.8 dB = -5.8 dB - 4.8 d8
-- -T0.6 dB	 or	 0.087 numeric.
	 {9)
The numeric values given by {8) and (4) represent the increase in the DC
input to the threshold device due to the mainlobe and the sidelobe
signals, respectively. Bath of these values are superimposed on the
unity magnitude. of the DC term due to noise alone.
Disregarding the effects of possible DC term charges due to
either the earth or the sun detection, the threshold ]ever must be set
between the values of 1.087 and 1.265. The lower bound on the threshold
is determined by Pfa which, for this case, is taken as ]0-7 . This implies
thaf the lower bound of the threshold must be at 5.2 o SL above the 1.087
w 7
i
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level. The upper bound of the threshold setting is determined by the
required P0 = 0.99 and, therefore, it lies about 2.4 
AML 
below the 1.265
	
.^ !	 l eves .
The actual values of a ML and 
°S!. 
are determined by substituting,
the corresponding values of {5/N) Mb and (5/N) S^ into equation {5}, Thus,
for B IB = 3.0 MHz, one obtains
AML -
	
	 2 BV6 ,^l ^- (2}(0.265) = 1 .O1 x 10-3
 ^	 (10)
3x10
aSL	 -	 2 8V63x10
,^1 + (2}(0.087}	 = 0.$5x i0-3 ^BV (ii)
Table 3 shows the magnitudes of 
AML 
and as h
 far several most
liC^eiy values of B V .	 Eking BV = 20 Hz, we obtain the lower and the upper
bounds an the threshold setting:
Thiawer	
1.087 +.5.2 °SE. =	 1.087 ^-	 (5.2)(0.0038)
<. W	 1.107 {i2)
Thhigher	 ^	
1.265 - 2.4 AML =	 1.265 -	 (2.4}(.0.0045)
=	 1.254 (13}
'^	 Table 3.	 Magnitudes of QML and aSL vs. BV
BV
Hz
MME.
(mV)
°5L
(mV)
20 4.52 3.82 C/NO = 60.2 dB-Hz
i 5 3.91 3.37 E_	 = 1 .2	 d85
i0 3.19 2.70 BiF= 3.0 dS
Numerical values given by (12) and (13) define the threshold
tolerance region. Figure 3 depicts the location of this region With
respect to other pertinent law-pass filter output levels. The magnitude
of the threshold region may correspond ei}her to an uncertainty a7^ an
analog-to-digital converter or to the dri^'t resulting from changes in
system parameters. in either case, the threshold region shown in
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Figure 3 permits an implementation tolerance of about ±2 d6, a rather
reasonable figure.
It remains to determine the relative magnitudes of the earth
and the sun signals. For this, we compute the S/N ratios for these.
sources using their respective temperatures and the "system temperature,
Tsys . Consequently,
(5/N)
	
_	
TF	
_	
.290°K 
= 0.185 or -7.5 dB below
	 ^I4)
earth - Tsys _ 1565°3{	
system noise
°
(S/N
^sun	 T M	 - 
I5b5°K - 0.31G^' or -5.0 dB below	 {15)
sys	 system noise
The locations of the earth-plus-noise and the sun-plus-noise signals are
shown in Figure 3. The location of the earth signal is shown for reference
only, because this signal will be rejected by the earth discriminator [5].
Of mast importance is the fact that the sun signal is above the noise-
plus-mainlobe signal for the case at hand, i.e., C/N O = b0.2 dB-Hz, and
thus, special means_, possibly optical, may have to be used for the rejec-
tion of the sun lock-up.
One concludes therefore that, with the exception or requiring
a "sun discriminator," the performance of the spatial acquisition unit
is not significantly degraded at C/N O of 60.2 dB-Hz. In other words, a
reasonable implementation tolerance can •be assumed, about ^ 2 dB, and the
values of B U which will result in lowering the scan rate below the base-
line 102°/sec are not required. Consequently, the spatial acquisition
time at C/NO of 60.2 dB-Ftz is determined by the servo system and thus
will not exceed the estimated 55-second period • required to scan the 20°
uncertainty region ^5, p. 78].
After the spatial detector circuit provides a signal, thus indi-
cating that the TDRS is within the mainlobe of the antenna,, the antenna
is returned to the angular position at which detection has occurred and
the miniscan program is initiated [5^. During the miniscan, the antenna
beam is moved in a spiral pattern around the initial "signal detect"
Sun temperature of 495° is bas4d on averaging over the equiva-
lent antenna beamwidth (Hughes Aircraft Company estimate, Vu-graph titled
"ISAD Detection in Search Mode- 3.028 M Chip Pfd"^.
74
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position and thus it is reasonable to assume that the TORS signal provided
to the receiver is no worse than that at which the initial space detection
has occurred. Consequently, one can also assume that the next step,
i.e., the PN code search and acquisition, takes place with at least the
same C/N^ (>_ 60.2 dB-Hz) as the spatial detection. Section 2.2.2 con-
siders the PN search and acquisition performance.
2.2.2	 PN Code Search and Acquisition
2.2.2.1	 General Description
The purpose of the code search and acquisition stage of the signal
acquisition procedure is to align the phases of the incoming and the locally
generated PN codes. The alignment is achieved by shifting the phase qf the
locally generated cade until the coincidence of the two codes is detected
and the shifting is terminated. If the termination of the code phase shift
is due to a true coincidence, the PN code tracking begins and the remainder
of the acquisition sequence, i.e., cati°ri?r lock, bit and frame synchroni-
zation, is carried out.
Figure 4 shows the simplified block diagram far the PN code
search implementation. The logic flow diagram far the PN code search,
as well as for the acquisition and tra^:k phases is given in Figure 5.
Referring to Figure 4, the cade search is performed as follows:
The frequency of the code clock applied to the PN register is
changed so as to cause the phases of the incoming and the 7ocaily generated
codes to slap past each other. The change in code clock frequency is such
that even for the worst case of code clock drift (assumed at i00 Hz, see
Table l), the relative code phase Slippage does not exceed 1/2 chip in the
post-detection bandwidth S V . Note that DV is the bandwidth of one of the
low-pass filters (l.PF) which are placed at the output of the square-law
envelope detector.
.	 Consequently, as shown in Figure 4, the output of the corre7ator
is passed through the post-correlation IF filter of bandwidth S IF is
square-law detected and ^s applied to 1owWpass filters B V and bV , as
,yell as to the threshold estimator. As the code phase difference approaches
1/4 chip width, the output of the B V filter exceeds the threshold Thl.
Grassing of threshold Th l results in a 10 cosec pulse at the output of the
one-shot multi-vibrator (i^V). This pulse inhibits the code search process
for 10 cosec.
..ti..	 s
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If the crossing of Th l is due to partial correlation, which is
	 _
the beginning phase of the full correlation, the code tracking loop (not
^	 shown in Figure 4) pulls into ::ode sychronism.^ The pull-in causes the
output of the b^ to exceed the secondary threshold Th 2 and the search is
terminated. The subsequent acquisition of the carrier causes the secondary
threshold to be lowered to Th 3 , a value which prevents the code search
^	 from re-occurring unless the C/N 0 drops below a predetermined tracking
threshold value.	 n,,.
.	 On the other hand, if the crossing of Th l is due to a noise 	 ^
,^.
pulse, i.e., due to a false alarm, the 1'h 2 is not exceeded after 10 msec
and the code search is resumed upon the expiration of the 10 msec interval.
Therefore, each false alarm triggering halts the search process for only
10 msec. The logic flow diagram of Figure 5 shows both the true and the
	 ^
false alarm paths.
2.2.2.2	 Quantitative Considerations - PN S nchranization Detection
The process of PN synchronization detection will now be con-
.	 sidered quantitatively. As the first step, we determine the post-correlation
IF bandwidth, BIF'*^
B IF (post-correlation} = 2 {^of 0 ^ -^ 2x Data Rate)	 {l6}
where qf0 = residual carrier uncertainty due to local oscillator dri^ts in
'	 the receiver. Thus, for 216 kbps (Manchestered) and fof fl ! = 150 kHz, one
obtains:
B IF = 2(150x 1D3 + 2 x 216x 103 ) = l.lb4x i06 !lz
= 1.164 i^Hz	 (i 7 }
or 60.7 dB-Hz.
The next step is to calculate the expected signal losses for the
cases af: (1} an uncarre7ated and (2} a correlated signal. Far the uncor-
reiated signal, the loss is that due to the passage of the 3.03 mcs PN
It is assumed that a 10 msec interval i.°i sufficiently long for
the cads trackinc,^ loop to pull in.
--	 ^*
It is assumed that the bandwidth B ss of the ti^rideband IF ampli-
fier is sufficiently wide (10 to 30 f^Hz) so as to introduce only a negli-
gible loss of the spread spectrum signal.
u p
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code spectrum through the 1.164 Mllz IF. Consulting the 
fOIF (sin x/x) 2 dx
curve indicates that this loss is abo^3t 4.6 dB.
The ios5 for the correlated signal is computed based on the
assumption that the crossing of threshold Th l takes place at the dis-
placement from^the peak of ^ _ x-0.25 chips along the idealized, triangular
voltage correlation funtions. In terms of power, such displacement results
in a correlation loss of
Ls ( corr) _ (1 - e )2 ^ ( 0 .75} 2 ^ 0. 56 	 (is)
or 2.5 dB.
It must also be noted that the threshold crossing for the correlated case
can take place in the vicinity of the peak of the correlation function,
which is, by definition (see footnote, page 2), 1.5 d6 below the threshold
maximum.
The signal-to--noise ratios which determine the DC levels at the
outputs of the low-pass filters for the uncorrelated and the correlated
signals can be computed as follows:
(5/
^ ) Uncorrelated	 = C/I^0 (d8-Hz) - L s (d6) - 10 lag B IF {d6-Hz}
= 60.2 dB-Hz - 4.6 dB - 60.7 d6-Hz
_ -5.1 dB
	 or	 0.309 numeric	 (19)
(S/)
Corr/ 0.25 chip - 60.2 d6-Hz - 2.5 dB - 60.7 dB-Hz
_ -3.0 dB
	 or	 0.501 numeric	 (20}
(5/ ) Corr/Maximum	 J 60.2 dB-biz - 1.5 d6 - 60.7 d6-biz
-2.0 d6
	 or	 0.637 numeric	 (Zl)
The numeric values computed above are referred to the value
of unity_, which is the normalized (N) baseline level corresponding to
the DC voltage due to the thermal noise only. The difference in the DC
levels corresponding to the uncorrelated and the correlated signals, in
conjunction with the rms values of filtered noise at the respective LPF
outputs, determine the statistical performance of the PN code search
process.
^.--:. ;.
^^ 1
^'
^2Q2 =	
N	
= 2^LPF 
,^l f 2(5/N)IF
IF
{2^)
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The normalized rms values of noise at the outputs of the respec-
tive LPFs are, as for the spatial acquisition, derived from the square-lour
detector theory. Far the various cases of signal input cnnditions, the
normalized rms values are defined below. The primes indicate the a^values
prior to the normalization.
Uncorrelated Si gnal Plus Thermal Noise
t
(22)
N	 IF
	
.^..... s
where
Ps/N = (C/N O )(1/B IF )Ls (spread spectrum) _ (S/N)Oncorr {23}
Note that P s/N is given by equation (19) and the numeric value for this
term is 0.309 for the set of conditions assumed.
Correlated Signal Plus Thermal Noise
Thermal Noise Only_
	^ 	 - a0 ' ^	
26LPF	 25{	 )
	
0	 fV	 BIF
Note that (25} is simply a special case of (24) far {S/N) IF = 0.
«hen equations (22), (24} and (25) are used for determining the
acquition time, various values of B V are substituted for 
BLPF 
and the
corresponding values of acquisition Mmes are computed. Because the
acquisition detection is based an discriminating between the conditions
of either an uncorrelated or a correlated signal present, it is the al
and a 2
 that play the ma,^or role in determining the detection statistics.
For B IF = 1.i5 Mllz and {S/N) IF = -3.0 dB, the values of ^ l
 and v2 are
2 By
^ 1
 =	 ^ (T ^ 0.309) = O.00i7,JB V	(26)
l.i6x10
,mod r	 ..
,^
..
^,
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Z By
02 =	 6^1 ^- (2){0.501) = 0.0018,,	 (27}
1.16x10
The value of B V also determines the dwell time per sample ce11 [4]. For
a noiseless case, maximum dwell time i s is
_	 2
i s	 B^ ^ 4 ofc	X28}
where	 B^ = primary threshold circuit (Th l ) low-pass filter bandwidth
qfc = total code clock uncertainty due to floppier and drift.
(In this report, p fc - 100 Ilz and is due mainly to VCO
residual drifts.)
From (28}, the total time to search out a PN code sequence is
Tss = i s x n x N	 (29)
where	 n = samples per chip
N = code length (chips}.
In the case considered here, a search step of T/2 (1/2 chip) is assumed,
resu]ting in n= 2. Thus, for the code length of 1023 chips, the nN
product is 2045.
Because the value of B V determines many critical parameters of
the code search and acquisition process, the values of these parameters
versus B^ are given in Table 4.
Table 4. Cade Search Parameters petermined by B^
(See notes for conditions)
^^
B^
(HZ)
^1
(V01tS)
Q2
(Volts}(1}
is
(mSeC}(2)
Tss
(SEC}(2,3)
3000 0.093 o. 1 oa o.7 7 1.57
2500 0.085 0.090 0.83 1.70
2000 0.076 0.082 1.25 2.56
1500 0.06fi 0.070 1.82 3.72
1000 0.054 0.058 3.33 6.75
^ Values of a2 are based on C/N O = 60.2 d6-Hz and L s (corr) = 2.5 d6	 (E= r/4).
(2} Values of i s and Tss are for a noiseless case and ofc =10C^ Hz.
(3} Values of Tss are based on code search step of z/2 and N =1023 chips.
.;
l	 i	 f
21	 ^
Using the values of ^ 1 and n2 given by Table 4, we can determine
the code search time required far 0.99 probability of detection, Tss(0.99},
5^	 as the function of Bv . Far this, we select the nominal threshold setting
•
	
	 sa that, at the z/4-chip offset, we have a detection probability of 0.9.
But, because for each pass, we have two samples (-^t/4 and -r/4) with this
probability, the cumulative probability per pass is 0.99. Furthermore,
'^
	
	 examination of other cases, such as sarnpling at ^> T/4 on one side of the
correlation peak and E< ^/4 an the other side indicates that the cumulative
probability far two samples remains very close to 0.99 if the threshold
is set for 0.90 probability of detection for eW ^/4.
Note that, so far, the probability of false alarm has not been
discussed. This is because the actual probability of declaring lock and
stopping search "far good" is determined by crossing of threshold Th2.
This threshold, however, as will be shown later, is associated with an
extremely small probability of crossing due to noise.
In comparison, the probability of stopping search for l0 msec
due to false alarm at each code p^^use sample is relatively high for the
set of conditions under consideration. i^ is this false alarm probability
+which determines the average dwell time per cell ^ s . Specifically,
Pfa 7S
	
(30)is - is ^ Pa Ts * 
1 ^ P^
where	 ^$ = average dwell time per cell
is ^ dwell time per cell for a noiseless case
Pa = probabi7ity of crossing threshold Th l per each test cell
T s = time to test the validity of Th l crossing (in our case,
T s = l0 msec }
Pfa = probability of false alarm crossing of Th 2 threshold.
For small values of P,^ a (i.e., Pfa < 10 ^2 ), equation (30} can be Simplified
t0
is = is + P a T^	 (3i)
Consider now the method for determining 't s and T ss (0.99) for various
values of B^.
—s
K1 = (S^ N) Corr	 (SAN} Unc - K262
°1
(33}
I	 L	 I	 I!	 F
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To keep the PO = 0.90, one sets the threshold at a level K2a2
below the 5(corr)+ N level, as shown in Figure fi. The value of K 2 = 1.27
^	 for P0 = 0.90. Therefore, the magnitude of K 1 is
oS - K o
Kl ^	 Q 2 2	 (32)
1
or
Dnce the value of K 1 is known, the magnitude of P a can be determined by
consulting the appropriate error function curves [6a.
As a numerical example, consider the case when B^ = 25DD Hz.
Frain equations (l9) and (20} and Table 4, one obtains the appropriate
values and solves for K l . Thus,
Kl(25DD}	 = 0.5D1 - 0.30a.0851.27)(a.a90}-
= 0.192 - 0.114 _ 0.078 = O. g l4	 (34}
D.D85	 0.085
This value of K 1 correpsonds to Pa = 0.17 or 17w of false Th l crossing
at each sample. The corresponding i s is
t s (2500) = i s -^ P a Ts
= D.83 x 10
-3 
^- (a. 17)(1a^2)
= 0.83 x 1 D-3 ^- 1 .70 x i 0
-3 )
^
	
	 = 2.53 x 1 D
-3	
or	 2.53 inset	 ( 35}
Note that the relatively high value of P a (Pa X0.01) contributes signifi-
cantly to the lengthening of t s . Finally, the total time T ss (0.99) is
computed:
^	
Tss(o.99) _ ^ 5 (25oD) x n x N
_	 (2.53)(10- '}(2)(1023}	 = 5.18 sec.	 (3b)
By repeating this procedure for other values of B V , the corre-
#	 sponding values of Tss (0.99) were obtained. Figure 7 shows the plot of
Tss (D.99) versus B^. From this plot, it is evident that a broad minimum
^..._^.
0 ^	 r	 '	 r	 --
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for Tss (0.99) values lies in the region of B^ from 1500 Hz to 2500 Hz.
It must be emphasized, however, that the plot shown pertains on]y to the
^
	
	
set of conditions indicated and C/N 0 = 60.2 d6. Other sets of conditions
would result in different relationships between B^ and T ss . It must also
be pointed out that the plot in Figure 7 is based on a threshold setting
commensurate with two samples contributing to the cumulative probability
of PN sync detection per pass of 0.99. Furthermore, the acquisition times
indicated are below the 10 seconds value given by the equipment specifica--
tion ^1]. The PN cade acquisition time of 8 seconds would therefore be
a reasonable value to assume as a revised goal. Requiring PN code acqui-
sition times less than 8 seconds is not warranted, however, in view of
the fact that practically no threshold tolerance (or margin) is available
at C/N O of 60.2 d6-Fiz. Furthermore, because of acquisition time optimi--
zatian at C/N 0 of 60.2 dB-Hz, there may not be a marked decrease in acqui-
sition time as the C/N 0 increases. This is due to an assumption that
threshold Th l is set for constant false alarm rate with respect to the
level of the uncorrelated signal plus noise. Therefore, unless other
threshold setting criteria are used, the acquisition time will not decrease
appreciably with increased C/N0.
2.2.2.3	 Ac quisition Decision and Hold-On Performance
So far only the initial sync detection statistics, i.e., crossing
of threshold Oh l and holding the search far 10 msec, have been discussed.
We will now consider the statistics associated with crossing the secondary
threshold Th 2 . As stated previously, threshold Th 2 is crossed only if
the crossing of Th l is due to true correlation and not due to noise pulse.
Assuming that the bandwidth of the low-pass filter b y is 100 Hz
commensurate with 10 msec averaging time), the corresponding a-values
are found from equations X26) and (27) by replacing B y with b v . Thus,
0ncorrelated: a l ` = 0.0017 ^^ = 0.0017 fl'00 = 0.017 voi is	 (37 )
Correlated:	 a^ = 0.0018 ^ = 0.0018 100 = 0.078 volts. (38)
The number of sigmas available in the DC change n5 of 0.192 volts is then,
at least,
^_..
n	
=	
4S	
= 0.192 = 10.7 .
	
a	
°z	
0.01$
Consequently, meeting the detection probability far in excess of 0.99
probabilities of the Th l circuit is not difficult and the driving factor
in setting the Th z threshold should be the false alarm probability.
Because the original (A-version) of the specification [1] for
the Ku-band communication/radar equipment states only that the false
alarm probability of code acquisition be 10 -6 , we propose that this Pfa
-	
value be applied to the maximum allowable code acquisition time of 10 sec.
_	
Tf this is the case, we can solve for the setting of Th 2 based on
b^ = 100 Nz. The relationship between Pi a , i.e., probability of crossing
Thz and the total false alarm probability P a far the 10-second period is
P fa	 nd x P fa = 10_
6
	(40}
where	 Pfa ^ false alarm probability (of lock decision) in l0-sec
interval
P¢a = false alarm probability of crossing Thz
	
nd ^ number of	 clwel7s in 10 seconds.
Solving (36} for Pfa'
-6	 -6
	
Pfa _ 1 ^	 -	 2 100 10	 ^ 0.5x 10
-g 
.	 (41)
d
This corresponds to a threshold setting of 6.1 Qi, or 0.104 volts above
the S(unc)+^Noise value of 7.309 volts. If the threshold Th 2 is set
exactly at this value, i.e., 1.413 volts, the distance from the correlated
°^	 value (at 2.5 dB down) is
	
K^	
= 1.501 - 1.413 _ 0.088 = 4.9
	
(42}
	
2	 ^2	 0.018
..	 This corresponds to a detection probability of well over 0.999999.
The next problem to consider is the tracking threshold for the
PN code loop. Based on a PN tracking noise loop bandwidth (two-sided)
of 500 Hz, the ]aop SNR at approximately 60 d6-Hz is
PN ^.00p SNR = 60 dB-Hz - 10 log 2Bb
= 60 - 10 log 1500)
11
(39}
`^ 27^.
Thus,	 it is evident that the SNR in the PN code tracking loop is not a
thresho1ding factor---even at C/N O as low as 50 d6-Hz, this SNR is still
E 23 dB!	 A decrease in C/N 0 , however, does affect the hold-in capability
of the secondary threshold circuit. Therefore, the setting of Th 2 must
be ]owered after acquisition to prevent re-activation of the PN code
search made.
A reasonable threshold to define would be about 57 d6-Hz. 	 The
criterion for lower setting of Th2 would then be to provide a probability
of 0.99 of staying in lock during a l00 minute communication interval.
In this case, "staying in lock" implies not resuming the code search due
^^ to a spurious false alarm.	 Based on this criterion, the lower setting
of Th2 ,	 i.e., Th3 , can be computed. Thus, at C/NO = 57 dB-Hz:
=	
57 dB-Hz{S/N} IF - L s (corr) - 70 log BIFCorr
=	 57 -	 T.5 -	 60.7	 =	 --5.2	 (44)
ar 0.302 numeric .
Note that we are using 1.5 d6 :orrelation loss for this calculation because
it is valid to assume that the PN tracking loop has _positioned the punc-
foal carrelator at its optimum position. The standard deviation in
b^ = 100 Hz at 57 dB-Hz i s
a=	 a
	
2bV
42
	
IF
(2)(100)
	
1 ^- (2)(0.302)
'3 1.16x1 06
0.0166 vo1 is	 { 45)
For 0.99 probability of staying in lock for 100 minutes, the probability
of unlocking is 0.01. In tether words,
^^
PUL	 ns x PUL = 0.01	 ( 46)
where	 PUL = probability of unlocking (resuming search)
Pub = probability of crossing ThZ in the downward direction
n s
 ^ number of independent samples in b^ = 100 Hz over 100-
Eiil nute interva] .
i
i	 f
^:^:
zs
Solving {46) for PAL:
^	 ^	 PUL
	
2 100 060 100	 = 8.33 x 30
-g
 ^ TO
-$	(47}
The probability of 10 -$ corresponds to 5.fi Q2. Therefore, the numerical
value of the ThZ setting is
^	 Th3 = S{corr} f ^ - 5.6 6Z
p,,..	 ,
= 1.302 -- (5.6)(0.0166)
	 = 1.302 - 0.093
r	 = i.209 volts	 {48}
Figure 8 shows the settings of Th 2 and Th3
 for the case of initial acquisi-
tion and subsequent tracking, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 8,
the setting of Th 3
 is below the level of the uncorrelated signal-plus-noise
for the case of C/N O = 60.2 d8-Hz. It is for this reason that the switch-
over to Th3 is performed after the carrier acquisition. In this manner,
the code search can be resumed if the code sync is lost, and the problem
of the decision circuit being latched by an uncorrelated AN signal in the
,^	 "no search" state is eliminated.
2.2.3	 Carrier Acquisition
Following the completion of the PN code search, the carrier acqui-
^:	 sition takes place. Far carrier acquisition, the Castas loop demodulator's
VCO frequency is swept over the residual carrier uncertainty range which,
for the case under consideratio^3, is ±150 kHz. Thus, the to cal range over
which the VCO is swept is about 300 kHz.
Not considering the effect of the low-pass filters within the
I and Q arms of the Costas loop, the signal-ta-noise ratio in the loop,
SNRL , is related to system input C/NO
 in the fallowing manner:
SNRL -	 1	 1	 ( 49}
4 a L (NOJC) Ls	 L -^- (N O/C} L s ld K^
where	 BL = loop noise bandL,ridth, one-sided
W ^ iow-pass (arm) filter noise bandwidth
L s
 = signal loss between system input and Costas demodulator
	 '
I
C/NO = carrier-to-noise ratio at system input
KL = factor determined ^^y filter type.
i
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For an ideal low-pass filter • , KL = 1 in equation (49), but for an n-pole
a
Butterworth filter, K^ = (2n-1)/2n.
°
	
	
Assuming that the low-pass filters single--pole RC circuits with
3 dB cutoff at 436 kFlz, or twice the data rate, the noise bandwidth of
these filters, W, is
= n/2 X 436 kHz ^ 678.8 kNz 	 ('S0)
. Figure 9 shows the plot of SNR versus the C/N O at the input to the PN
despreader. Curve 1 is the direct plot of equation {49} for which the
following values were assumed:
8^ = 2500 Hz
W = 6:'8.8 kHz
K^ = 1 / 2
i. s = 1.5 d6 (correlation loss).
Because equation (49) takes into account only a squaring loss, ^„urve 2
was added to show the degradation which results from the finite bandwidth
of the arm filters. The corrections required for generating Curve 2 from
Curve l were obtained from Figure 3 in ^7].
The results of SNRC values shown in Figure 9 indicate that rc^lia-
able acquisition can be obtained at C/N O of about 60 d6-Hz. Specifically,
at C/N0 - 60.2 dB-Hz, loop SNR is 15.9 da, i.e., a ratio of 38.9 according
to Curve 2. ^f^^^ maximum sweep rate commensurate with this loop SNR can
Hoar be obtained from a modified (and simplified) version of equation (4-33)
in [8]. Thus, far ^= 0.707,
	
Afmax = 0.566 1-	
1	
B^ Hz/sec
SNR
^	 = 0.566 1 -	 l	 (2500}2
X138.9
2.97 x l06 Hz/sec	 (5l )
^
	
	 When t ye loop acquires at the sweep rate indicated above, the tracking
stress error wil' be
^^	 ^	 ^	 ,,
1.^	 ^	 ^	 ^
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ea = 1.77 pf 2 x radians
Bb
_ {7.77)(2.97)105 = 0.84 radians
	 {52)
(2500)2
^,	 To reduce the tracking error stress during acquisition and to improve
probability of acquisition, the sweep rate should be decreased by a
factor of at least 2, or preferably, by 4. Consequently, for af c = 300 kHz,
^	
Tacq{carrier) = 4 afc ^ {4)_(300}{163}
^fmax	 2.97 x 10
0.404 seconds.	 {53}
^[ith the sweep rate reduced by a factor of 4, the tracking error pricy•
to stopping of the sweep is reduced to less than 0.25 radians for a
B, = 2500 Hz loop. Furthermore, because of relatively high SNR^ at
C/N0 =
 60 dB--Hz, trade-off can be carried out if necessary between B^,
^	 ea, and carrier acquisition time. it may also be noted that, because
of relatively high SNRb at C/N O
 of 60.2 dB-llz, the acquisition time is
not likely to be shortened at increased values of C/N O
 although the
cumulative probability of lock her pass will increase.
2.2.4	 Bit _and Frame _Synchronization
The performance of the bit and frame synchronization subunits
is difficult to predict analytically and, therefore, empirically derived
data must be relied upon. Of specific interest is the bit synchronizer
performance described in [9^. According to that reference, mean acquisi-
tio:+ times of less than 0.7 seconds are abtai;,ed at F b/NO
 values as low
as 0 dB. Referring to the data rate of 216 kbps, the corresponding C/NO
i5
C/NO d6-Hz = 10 log ( 215 x 103 ) - 0 d6
= 53.3 dB-^3z .	 { 54 }
This means that bit sync acquisition time of 1 sec at C/N 0 = 60.Z dB-Hz
can be easily achieved with at least a 6 dB rnargin.
.. ^..
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 !	 6
}
^^
No exact data on frame sychronizatian time is available, except
for a statement in [9], most likely based on empirical data, that average
^	 frame svnchronizatian time is less than l0 msec. Because it is also
stated in [9] that fatal time for bit and frame acquisition is approxi-
mately 0.5 seconds at 0 d6 of E b/N 6 , we conclude that 1.^0 sec combined
bit and frame sync acquisition at C/N 6 = 66.2 dB-Hz is quite realistic and
does not impose unnecessary complexity requirements on the Ku-band equip-
.	 meet design.
2.3	 TRACKING THRESElOL6 PERFORMANCE
In the preceding section, the acquisition performance of the
various subunits was considered at C/N O of about 66 dB-^lz. It was shown
that reasonable acquisition performance can be obtained at the nominal
C/N 6 value of 60.2 dB-Nz. The tracking threshold performance will now
be considered.
2.3.1
	
Angle Tracking Threshold
Angle tracking threshold can be defined as that value of C/N6
at which the angle tracking loops ^l) either break lock or (2) the angle
noise in these loops becomes sufficiently high sa as to degrade signifi-
cantly the BER performance. Thus, by examining the behavior of the rms
angle tracking error as a function of C/N 0 , the threshold performance of
the angle tracking loops can be defined. Although there are two tracking
',
	
	
loops in the system under consideration, one far the Az axis and nne for
the E1 axis, examination of the angle tracking error in either one of
these loops is indicative of the angle tracking threshold performance.
An expression for the square of the angle tracking error can
be obtained by modifying the equation on page 3-37 of [3] into a more
directly useab]e form:
1 ,^	 BIF
C
0 2 .. 
4 s2 Bs A x	
z^NOLt)
a	 2 C	 2B
(55)
^n t ND )	l-	 s
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^. ^
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where	 as = rms value of angle tracking error
^	 S = antenna 3 dB beamwidth (1.6°)
Bs =. angle servo loop noise bandwidth (1.0 Nz)
antenna tracking scope coefficient {ranges from 0.5 to
^ 1.0.
	
Ilse 0,5}
A = coupling fiactor for the monopulse channel (assumed at
2 dB, or 1,585 numeric)
Q = effective increase in thermal noise ^i0 due to coupling of
noise from o channel {assume D = 2.1 dB or 1.622 numeric}
B^ F = IF bandwidth of the angle tracking channel ( B1F = 30 MHz)
C/NO = carrier-to-noise ratio (dB-Hz) at receiver input.
Substituting the values indicated into equation (55), one obtaios
the relationship between ^ a and CJlvO . Figure 10 shows this relationship.
From Figure 10, it is evident that, if the criterion far threshold is
Qa < 0.2°, the tracking threshold, based on the thermal noise alone is
at about 54 dB.
On the other hand, if we consider the requirement far the antenna
pointing loss not to exceed 0.3 d8, with probability ofi 0.99 over the
average interval of one minute, the "threshold" criteria is different.
Specifically, the pointing angle error which results in 0.3 dB loss is
given by
e = , jP^lZ2 	{5fi)
^f
where	 l'i = pointing loss in dB (0.3 d6)
B = antenna 3 dg beamwidth (1.6°)
8	 pointing error resulting in 1055 of ^! dB.
Substituting the appropriate values in (52) and solving for e, one obtains
e (eG = 0.3 dB} =	 0.3 1.6 2
	
= 0.253°.	 (57)
i2
Now, with the 1 l'iz servo loop noise bandwidth, the number of independent
samples wii:hin a 1-minute interval is 120. Thus, the probability of nab,
es^ceedi ng 0.253° i s
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P (e <_0.253°} = (1 _ p s } 120 = 0.99
	 (58)
where ps is the probability of the angle error exceeding 0.253° during
any one of the 120 independent subintervals of the l-minute averaging
period. Solving {58) for P s , one obtains
Ps = 1.0 - (0.99}
1/120
 = g .4 x 10
-5	
(59)
which corresponds to 3.75 ^a . Therefore, solving for o a , one obtains
^a	 03?75°	
0.067°	 (fi0)
According to Figure 10, this value of 
°a 
corresponds to C/N O = 58.9 dB-Hz.
This is a relatively high threshold compared to the 54 d6-Hz commensurate
with °a = 0.2°. On the other hand, because of the low s1Qpe of the BAR
curve in the 10
-2 
region and below, the 0.3 d8 gain loss due to pointing
error does not appear to be a significant threat. Considering that the
as < 0.2° is the threshold-determining factor, the pointing loss corre-
sponding to this 6a is
2
M (d6) = 12 2a	 = (12)(O.z}
2
 - 0.19 dB	 (fil}
fi	 (1.6)
This lass should result in only a negligible degradation in threshold
performance of all of the subunits. Cansequently,.the 54 d8-hz value may
be considered as the limiting value for the anyl4 tracking threshold.
2.3.2	 PN Elnlock Threshold
r
The PPti tracking threshold has been discussed in detail in section
2.2.2.3. As stated there, the secondary threshold Th 3 is lowered to insure
that PN search mechanism is not initiated within 100 minutes at C/N O =
^^	 57 dB-Hz. The corresponding probability of staying in lock is set at
0.99. These considerations suggest that 57 dB-^!z be adopted as the
threshold value for the PN tracking, although this limitation is arbi-
trarily imposed in view of the fact the code tracking loop may still be
d	 functioning below the 57 d6-Nz value.
._.^ , ..,
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2.3.3	 Carrier Tracking Threshold
The logical criterion for establishing the carrier tracking
^	 threshold is to determine the C/N O value at which the mean time 'For the
carrier loop to unlock is 100 minutes. In terms of loop parameters, this
time is given by
	
^. = 4B ei.5p	 (62)
^.
where	 T = mean time to unlock
SL = carrier loop noise bandwidth {one-sided}
p = loop signal-to-noise ratio (SNR E } .
Substituting the appropriate values into X62} and solving for p, one
obtains
(60){i00){4)(2500) = el.5p	
{63)
1 .91 x 10 7 = e1.5p
16.8 = 1.5p
or
p = 11.2 or 10.5 d6 .
Extrapolation of Curve 2 in Figure 9 indicates that, for S E = 2500 Hz, the
ShlRh of 10.5 d8 corresponds to C/N O of about 56.5 dB -Fiz. Consequently,
CJNO of 57 dB-Hz may be considered as a conservative threshold value for
the carrier tracking loop.
2.3.4	 Sit Synchronizer Threshold
The bit synchronizer threshold, according to Table 5 -5 in C91
is at about 
Eb/RO of -5 d8. For 21b icbps data rate, this corresponds to
^	 G/h!0 dB-Nz = 53.3 d8-Hz - 5 d8
	
= 48.3 d8 -F{z	 ( 64)
Thus, it appears that the bit synchronizer threshold is not the limit^:tion
^^	 on any of the other system subunits.
.^ E	 ^	 „
y	 1	 ^	 ^
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3.0	 CQNCLUSIONS AND RFCOM^dFNDATI0N5
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The summary of the acquisition and tracking threshold performance
estimates for the Shuttle Ku-band receiver is given in Table 5. From
these estimates, it is evident that the requirement to acquire at
C/NQ = 6Q.2 dd does not violate any of the parameters included in the
procurement specification [1]. f^oreover, because the estimates in Table 5
are derived from a rather basic, simple system configuration, it is recom-
mended that these estimates be used as guidelines for the Ku-band forward
link performance. In this manner, any improvements in system configuration
should result in a better performance.
.^.,..
,...
_i	 ,.
r^...
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Subunit
Angle Search
and Track
PN Code Search
and Acquisition
fc = 3.03 Mcps
N = 1023 bits
Carrier Search
and Lock
Bit sync
Frame Sync
Table 5. Summary of Acquisition and Tracking Threshold Performance for the
Shuttle Ku-Band Communication Receiver Subunits (Forward Link}
Acquisition ^	 Tracking
•Estimated Aquisition Tracking Tracking Threshold
Acquisition Time Performance Threshold Limitation or
at CJN O = 60.2 dB-Hz Limitation C/NO Driving Factor
55 sec Maximum gimbal rate of 54	 dB-Hz RM5 angle track error of
720°/sec 0.2°
5-8 sec 1}	 SNR 57	 dB--Hz Time to remain within lock
2} Cede clock uncertainty for 100 minutes and
of 100 Hz due to P7 ock - 0.99
receiver VCO
^ 0.5 se c 1)	 Probability of acqui- 57	 d6-Hz Mean time to unlock of
sition O.R or better 100 minutes
2) B L of 2500 Hz
1	 sec SNR 48.3 d8-Hz SNR
IO msec SNR Limited by SNR
bit sync
threshold
w
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STEADY STATE PERFORMANCE QF DELAY LOCK LOQPS
by
Waddah Al em
In this appendix, an expression is derived for the n,nrmalized
mean square tracking error in a delay lack Soap {DLL), To generalize
all previous analysis of the DLL, the loop is assumed to have an arbitrary
	
carrelator spacing with an envelope detector implementation for nancoherent
	
...
PN tracking. The results apply when the period of the PN sequence being
tracked is large. The bandlimiting effects of the bandpass arrti filters
are considered in Appendix C. The receiver front end filter is assumed
wide enough to pass the PN code without any effect on its correlation
function.
The delay lock loop under consideration is shown in Figuv^e 1.
The received signal is assumed to consist of a signal component and a
bandlimited white Gaussian noise component n i (t} with the two-sided
spectral density of N Q/2. The signal compon^rnt is
2P s (t- T) cos (wQt-^^)
where s(t} is a PN code with a long period and -+1 amplitude, P s is the
average signal power, wa is the carrier frequency including any doppier,
T is the signal transmission delay, and ^ is a :°andam phase uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2^,
The received signal is multiplied at the phase detector with a
delayed and an advanced replica of the signal component. The amount of
correlator spacing is assumed to be ^o/N, where a is the chip time and N
is any number larger than ar equal to 2.
The outputs of the phase detectors assume the form
ylz W ^ s(t - T) s(t - ^ ± ^) cos (wQt ^ ^) { Hoise
	
^l)
w^aere ^ is the estimated ^aropagation delay. The delay error 7s denoted 6y
^^ 7- ^'. Irr the analysis, the error is assumed to be in the region
^ ^ ^ < e/^.
_^.^:,.
^^	 4^r
D^! ^ B,^
Square f.aw	 ^	 .
E^nve1 ope
Detector
w ...^
-^
Con^craZled	 ^ts 	^
p(e}
Oscillator	 ^^^^^^
square Law
Enve1 epe
Detector	 '
gram o ^F tie Delay Lack. Look
_	 _.
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star
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`'^
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'^	 ,.:
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It is assumed that the bandwidth of the arm Biters is symmetri-
cally located around fH ^ w0/2^r and that the bandwidth of these filters is
wide enough to pass any dada with negligible distortion. In addition, the
PN code self-noise effect on the loop performance can be^neglected in most
cases of ^€ nterest when the single-sided loop bandwidth is sma11 .compared
to the chip rate s^f the Ptd code. Hence, the outputs of the bandpass filters
can be wri ttert as	 ^	 ^ .
zl2 = ^ ('7 - ^ ^ e} cos (wHt+ ^} ^- Noise	 (2}
nr, alternately,	 -
'	 zi = Sk i + nzi ,	 i = 7,2
	
(S}
where
Sz	 = ^ P^ t ^ - N + Q) cos ( wit ^' ^) .
12
The square law detectors are used because the loop is supposed to
track the PN code noncoherently, which is the case of interest when track-
ing is required without carrier synchronization. The outputs of the square
'law detectors assure the farm
2	 2	 _	 2	
(^}x12 = Szl 2 ^ 2 Sz12 nzl 2 + nzi 2 °
The signal part of ^^^ i.s S z1 2 , while ne (t} - (2Sz12^ nz12 + ^z12} c°nstitutes
the noise camponen^. Hence,
S i2 -- (.l - ^+ .^ ^ 2 Ps +.harmonics filtered by loop filter ^F(p/pH }^ .
.	 (5}
The signal part of the output of the' difference circuit is 'D(^) = Szi - SZ^.
Its. the region where ^^^ <o /^&, D(^} is 'a linear function of e , given, by
where K ^ ^ N^1
	
-
^'he n ®rtnal i red delay estimate i s then gi yen by .
l
^^
^'
41
'.
:^^
4o = gf F(s/wn } 0^ ^p ^ E} + ne (t}^/s	 (7}
where	 g,^ = gai n 0f• the 1 oop fi 1 ter
gc = gain 0f the VCO
Fos} _ transi :er^function 0f the laap filter
wn - =
 laop natural frequency .
nefining the open 300 , gain as
G = k P$ g.^ gc/p0
equation (7} becomes
A	
Fts/c^ )
ar
o _ 
.^^s/ten } [^ ^'^ ne(t} l { k Ps ]	 ^	 t$}
wi^ere the.linearixed closed 10o transfer function H(s} is desired as
6F s
.	 Far a^sec0ndmorder.loop,
1 -^ 2^s /w
His/w^} =	 n	 X10}
Cs/^n} -^ ^z^l^+
n
} s ^ i
FtiY^ a critically damped 1^oop, the dampi ►-^g factor (^) is equal to ^/2;
.	 .hence,	 .
7 -^ ^ s /can
His/^n } _	 ^	 .
£Isin^ X10} and ( g}, the normalised mean square tracking error is given as
^.^ ^ ^^ ^ 5ne(f} ^E1^f/fn}[^ df ,
	 tll}
^k ps }	 °°
where sne(w} is the noise power spectral density of ne ( •e}. Defi ning the
Loop equi^ralent noise bandwidth B^ as
t
5B L = ^ IH(f/f n )( 2 df	 (12)
0
For the linearized loop Miter in (10), the equivalent noise bandwidth
becomes
which, fora critically damped loop (^_ ^/ 2}, is equal to
8	 --	
3 
^	 = 0.5303 ^	 {l3}
	
L f ^^ n	 n
in order to be able to evaluate the mean square tracking error ^.^,
the power spectral density Sne(f) has to'be found. Since the received
noise n i {t} is assumed to be a bandlimited white Gaussian noise, i^ can
be represented as
n i (t} _ ^[Nc (t} cos wot - N 5 (t) sin ^^t1 .	 (^^.}
The processes N c(t} and N s (t) are statistically independent with a two-
sided spectral density (x!0/2) w/Hz and a one--sided bandwidth B H « ^0/2^r [1^.
The autocorrelation function of the output of the difference
circuit is given by
R(^} = E <{^s zl (t} -^ nZl (t} ] 2 - f sz2 (t} + nz2(t)^2}
{^szl (t+T) + nxl {t-^T}^ 2 - ^sz2{t-r^) -- nz^(t-r-r}^2^^
R(T} = (szl (t} - s
z2 (t})2 ^' 4^s z1{t). ^- sz2 ( t )) Rnzl {T)
- 8szl(t) 
sz2{t) Rnzlnz2{T) + ^ Rnzl {^) - 4 Rnzl,nz2 (^) 	 (l5}
The first term in {15} is D(^} and the rest of the terms represent the
autocorrelation of the noise. Rnzl (^e) and Rnz2(z) are the autocorrelatian
functions of n zl ( t} and nz2(t), respectively [Rnx l ( T) = Rnz2 ( ^)], and
Rnzl•nz2 ( ^} represents the cross -correlation between n l (t) and n2{t}.
After same algebraic manipulations, the power spectral density
sne(f) is found to be
6^s ^ { t } + sz {t}.. 2rszl {t} 
sz2{t} ! ^^ ^^•{1-rZ } (ZS ? — Ifl^}( 2°)^ a
sne{f} =
	 Ifl ^^^
^Q	 otherwise	 .
{I^}
where the bandpass filters have begin assumed to be ideal with a rectangular
bandwidth B i . 1'he con$tant r is the correlation between the advanced
and the del aye¢ signals in the correlation circuit,
r = lim 
T JT 
^{t,-r-^^°—^} ^{t^--r-^^ dt .
3-^	 a
Far Iong PN codes
. r = 1 - ^ .
Using this result and the fact-that, for s small tracking errors {^ « QJ^1},
equation {^} results in	 .
s ^ {t} = s z^ {t} = sLl {t} s z^{t} = Ps/2 {1 .. ^}^
7fie noise power spectral density becomes
^ ^^1 } CPS r^ Q {^-1 } ^- ^^ $ i ^^ ^	 If I < ^i
s^^{f} _
0 ;	 oth^erwi se.	 ^	 { 17 }
It is assumed, as it is always the case, that the loop equivalent noise-
bandwidth is•usually small when compared to the SPi = bandwidth { B i }; hence,
power spectral density of S ne{f} can be considered flat over the loop
bandwidth. Therefore, {I1} becomes
aT =
	 1 ^ 5^e { p } 2 Uh.{k Ps}.
Substituting in the value of Sne{f) from {l7}, the normalized mean square
delay error becomes
B
v^ ^ ^ C-^ I ^ { ^i }"^^^ U^	 { lei}L	
^
where pi ^' P sl {hl UB i } is irhe signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the
arm filters.	 E
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which is the special case result of one-o loop obtained by Gi17 [2].
It is important at this stage to present the tau-jitter loop
results far the sake of comparison. The tau-jitter loop Shawn in Figure
2 was analyzed by Hartman [3]. The normalized mean square delay error
was shown to be
B
^T ^ 0.905{R i 1 - 1 ^- [0.453-TaS i J70] { H^l }^ cp i)
-2^  g^ ^	 {lg}7
where the dithering frequency f d = l/(2Td) is usually taken in the range
g i l$ to silo.
Figures 3 and 4 show the comparison between the DLL and the tau-
jitter loop (far ^f= 4} for two values of arm filter bandwidth as a func-
tion of the input signal-ta-noise ratio P s/^0 . The loop bandwidth (BL}
defined in {l2} is taken as a parameter. The range of values shown in
the figures are chosen to include the design values of the Shuttle Ku-band
radar/communication system.
As expected, the percent tracking jitter, 6T%, decreases with the
increase of input signal-to-noise ratio ^? $/ISO . Furthermore, the perform-
ance of the tau-jitter leap is approximately 3 dB worse •than that of the
DLL because of the time-sharing between the early and late channels. This
was found to be case by Hartman [3] for the case when H = 2.
Figure 5 compares the performance of the two loops for B i /2 = 432 kHz,
w#^ich is the suggested bandwidth far the arm filters in the video implemen-
tation of the Ku-band tracking loop, The 3 d6 difference in performance
between the DLL and the tau-jitter loop • can be reduced by decreasing the
dithering frequency of the latter, as long as it is not so small that it
is attenuated by the loop filter. The variation of the tau-jitter perform-
ance with the product TdB i is shown in Figure 6.
Finally, Figure 7 illustrates the effect of varying H on the percent
tracking jitter in DLL. It is apparent that the performance improves a^aith
the decrease of ^! ar, in ether words with the decrease of the correlator
spacing 4/^!. .
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T^iE EFFECT OF T^iE ARM FYLTER CN DELAY LOCK L p4P PERFt?RMRNCE
by
4daddah Al em
The effect ,of the arm filter on the performance of the delay
lock loop {NLL} has been investigated [1] for one-D (N = 2) implementation.
The purpose of this appendix is to generalize those results to any amount
of correlator spacing (o/N, N >_ 2}. Contrary to what is done in practice,
the bandwidth of the arm filter will not be chosen an the order'of the
data rate; instead, a comparison (in performance} beirween different arm
filter bandwidths is presented. Qn1y the case of a linear loop is treated
here; however, extending the results to the nonlinear case is a straight-
forward procedure. The envelope implementation (noncoherent bLL) which
is discusse^ci here is shown in Figure 1. The advanced and retarded signals
are 2alN apart. A loop such as this is sometimes said to have nJ^ o•F
correlatar spacing. The received signal is a sum of a transmitted signal
soft) . and additive noise n i (t) tiuhich is assumed to be a bandlimited white
^Cawssian noise. The signal can be denoted as
st(t) ^ ^ s(t- T)m(t-T) cos (wCt+^}	 (1)
and n i (t}.has the representation
n i (t) = ,^z CNc(t} cas (^Dt + ^) - N S (t} sin ( wDt+ ^)]	 (z)
• where Ps is the average signal . pawer, T is the transmission delay, m(t)
is the modulated data, s(t)^is a RN sequence with along period, w a is
the carrier frequency with possible doppler included, and ^ is a random
phase uniformly distributed between.0 and zn. As for the noise, N t ft} and.
'
	
	
Nsft) are statistically independent lowpass white Gaussian noise processes
with two-sided spectral density, uol2 w/biz. The bandwidth of the noisy
is assumed to be much less than the carrier frequency waJz^.
. The phase detector outputs in the two arms are given by
y^(t} _ , ^ m(t -T) s(t - T) s( •i; - T•F^}cos ^^.^^t+ ^] + s{^- ^^°—^} r^ i it} ,	 Cz}
Szgna
^:..__ - __ _.. ^^w._ _ _ _. - _ _ -
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Figure 7. Bock Diagram o-F the I}e^ay Lack Loop
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where ^ i .s the receiver ` s estimate of the transmission delay i". Par all
practical purposes, it can 6e shown that, for a loop with small single-
^` ^^	 sided loop ^iandwidth, when compared to the PN code chip rate, ^3) can be
wri^cten as
y^tt} = z^^(t_^-} 5^t—T) sit—^^.^) cas^w^t +^^ + s(t-
^{Pa} H i tt} , ^^.}
^`.:
^,	 where the product of the two PiV codes has been replaced by their •statistical
{' i	 expectation ( autocorrel ati an functi a^} , neglecting the ei:^'ect o#•
 sel ^-noise.
^i
-_ ^
{^	 0 ^
i^
^	 ry
is	 1 '^' 1 'E' E s
i	 l ^ p
^,^	 1
1 '^^	 O
5'.	 ^	 '
^^	 and
i,
^'^^	 Both R+ and R_ are periodic with a period equal to that o^ the PSI code.
^`	 Figure 2 iilustrate .s the two autocorrelation i`unctions.
^.
iIa
1
1
,$
^_ o
'	 Let !-LL(s} denote the lcwpass equivalent trans"er i •unctions of the
arm bandpass filters;. then the output oi= these filters can be written as
^+(t} = tiP^ m(-^ - T^ R^(^) cos CWot+ ^^ ^- ^ N^^(t} cos C^ot-^ ^]
- ,r" ^s^-(^) sin Cwt= ^^	 (6}
r^	 where, i n operator notati on, ^ ..
:1	
_	 „_a
^^,	 Nc^(t} — ^^(s} C5(t — T^- ^} Nc^t }^ 	
a
^'	 ,, i
After subtracting the ,outputs of the square law envelope deflectors, the
input to the loop ^Fi 1 ter ^ becomes
e(t) = z ^(t) - z^ (t} = Ps m2(t - T} ll(Q} ^- ne (l:gp) ,	 (7)
where ^(E1a) is the discriminator characteristic and n e (t s E/v) is the.
equivalent additive noise. The discriminator characteristic is given as
0	 ^<-1 ^
^ ^1+^) ^	 -1^'l^E^^- 1
- N	 ^	 N ^	 ^!
p(o) _ ^?(a} - ^} (^) = ^ o (1 - ^) ;	 ion < ^ ^	 (s)
^(l- ^}	 ^<^<l-^
equation (^} is illustrated in Figure 3,
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Figure 3. Qiscriminator Charac-^eristi r.
The equivalent raise n^(t,E/v) is defined as
ne(t,o} = Pig {t) _ l^c^(t) ^- Ens (t) - ^15,^(t)
2 S ^(t-T) ^R- (o) ^c- (^)	 R^(^) N c,^(t)^ .
	
(9)
The resulting estimate of the normalized transmission delay is expressed
as:
T _ gc gf ^^ s )
e -	
s	
e{t)
tiYh-ich, after a little manipulation, results in
o = a - 
sc 9.^F(S)
^ (S ^ ^^$ ^^(t - T) Qty} -^ ne(^,o}^	 (lo)
s
Qecomposing mZ{t - T}p{A} into a mean and modulation self-noise results in
m2{t _ T) ^(o } = mZ(t - T} ^{a} -^ [mZ(t - T) - mz{t - T)^ Q(a}	 {ll )
were
t^^{t- T) ^ Mm = j 5m(f} IH^(j2^rf} ^^ df .	 (l2}
Sm{f) is the poorer spectral density of the data modulation. ^t is a known
fact [^] that, when tl^e loop bandwidth B L is much less tf^an the data symho7
5>1^-^
rate Rs = ljTs , the modulation self-noi se can be neglected. This results
in
'-	 n(^E}	 (l^}
s
where G is defined as the open loop gain.
^^	 and Dn{^jti} is the normali^ed^discriminator characteristic with a unit
i	 slflpe ai; the origin.
To find the mean square jitter in the loop, it is essential to
-	 determine the autocarrelation function of the equivalent noise ne(t.,sje},
-:^y	 which is defined as
Re(^9a} a ne(t,^} ne(t + ^,e} .
"^	 After some algebraic manip^tiation, it is found that
^«	
Re(T,o} = 8 R^2(^} ^ 4 ps R^(^c} RN(T} f(^} ,
:; ,
.	 where
t, ^.,	 ^	 ^ y
};
t*
,.:
2C 12 + ( i+ a)^^ ;
^^	 ^^^
t:
^^
?.^
^	 ^ ^	 N
(l4}
(l 5}
fl < -1
_
l- N ` o `-1+N
-1+^ `a `"
^A^
	 (16}
^^^^1-^
^. ^
	
-.
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Since the Dl.L equivalent bandwidth is usually much narrower than that of
ne{t,E/D), the spectral density of the noise can be assumed flat over the
loop bandwidth with ane-sided spectral density of
Using the above information, it can be shown that
^^{o} ^ 4^^ ^ ^^a{^z^f) ^^ of + 4^5 NU f{o} ^ ,
which can be written as
K
e	
z ^ K^ f{o} ^ 
2 P 1 mNe{^} = 2 P s NU ^	 (18}
^^
m
where
o J^ 1t^ Q (^z^f) ^`^ ^^
^^'	 f m {^!^{^2^rf }^z df
a f ^ Sm{f} ^H^(jz^rf) (^' df
Kp
 - f ^5m{f) ^H^{j2rrf)^^df
$	 19
Pi ^ N s	 ^ }
0 i
where 6 i denotes the two-sided bandwidth of the equivalent lnwpass filter
H^(s); that is,
Bi = 1^ IUQ t^2nf)^ Z d^	 {20}
^o
;?
8Par - large signal-to-noise ratios or when the error E/A is restricted
S'
c-
t4 the linear region of the discriminator characteristic (^E/off < 1/N),
Dn(^/A} i s replaced by E/a, If i t i s •Further assumed that T = D, the
•	 normalized mean square t^°acicing jitter can be expressed as
^:
E}}
i ^	 ^ ^ ^ (E z^ _ Net ^f ^^,	 -
.
f .	 i	
AZ	 (GMm)2
^:
.',	 Substituting the values of Ne(ejo} and G, it can be concluded that
i
;.. $ KL
^' ^^'^	 2	 l	 KD ^ p i ^m ^^	 _	 l
f,
y
where p = P 5/(NDBL ) and ^L is called the sauarina lass of the DLL.
of data signal-ta-noise ratio R d = Psis /ND = Ps/(NDRs }, any can write
^ -	
Mm
L r ^ ,^ K gi R^s ( N ^2
°; ^	 D	 L ^ Rd Mm H- l	 .
{,
	
	
Comparing (23) and the results obtained by Simon ^1], it can be
Concluded that the squaring loss of a DLL with a correlator spacing of A/N
^`.^
	
is equal to the squaring loss of a DLL with a correlator spacing of A/2
and a data rate of ^ awl Z
	
'ter+( ^ ^ ^s . Equiva....:..ly', it is only required to plot
curves o •F ^L far the case of DLL with correlator• spacing of o/2. All
'`	 ^ ath^r cases can be derived from the same curves by appropriately modifying
::
^' --	 the data rate Rs.> _ ^^
Figure 4 shows the percent jitter ^ 1.^ for a delay lock loop with
correlator spacing of q/4. In plotting this curve, the data is assumed
"'	 to be Manchester encoded anr^ the arm filters are assumed to be 2-pole
`''^ Butterworth filters. it can be concluded that, for all practical purposes,
the performance is identical, for the two values of B i under consideration,
at Ps/NQ > 60 d6-Hz and is different by only Q,3 dB at P s/N^ = 57 dB-Nz.
(2i }
(.22)
In terms
(23}
^.
^^
','	 ^^^^
^^
=^	 ^
^^
'^.,
':^2
^'
^,3
,^
o.
57	 5$	 59	 6{}	 ^ 61	 fit	 63
P^/N^ (dB-Hx}
F^ gore 4. P^rcon^ Ji tii^r ^^z ^h' i^anches^er Encoded Dada and
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TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF' DELAY LOCK LDOP5
by
Waddah Al em
The transient response of a delay iocE: loop (dLL} with an arbitrary
correlator spacing is studied. The model of the DLL used is the same as
that in Appendixes B and C. It is shown again in Figure i for convenience.
The transient performance is studied in the absence of noise,
The system equation which was derived- in Appendix 8 can be written
in the absence of noise as
where the various parameters have been normalized such that x ^ E/o9
y °= T/ p , s = d/dT, z ^ cent, and D n (x} is the normalized discriminator
characteristic which has a slope of unity at the stable point (x = Q}.
Dn (x} was found in Appendix C to have the form
U ;	 x<-^ N
4 N^1 (l^N^x}^
	
-1 - ^ < x < -i + ^
N11 (l+x} ;
Dn ( x } =	 x;	
ix ^ ` N
	
(^)
F(s} is the transfer function of the loop filter.
for a critically damped loop,
O 
^Es} _ 1 + ^ s.
C^ ^ ^5
^	 y^	 BpF	 z2	 St^uare LawEr^vel ope	 ,
B1^ = B i	Deteci:or
Fi gure 1. Bi oc^ Diagram of i:^ie ,De1 ay LocEc Lapp
_	
_	 ...
___	 _
3J'/G ^- y ''^ x/G ^- x + gn(x} ^- ,1z gn(x) x .	 (3)
The dot denotes the derivative with respect to normalized time (T} and the
prime denotes the derivative with respect to the normalized error (X}.
The solution of the second-order partial differential equation in (3) is
facilitated by defining Y ° x/x = dx/dx, which S°esults in
pn (x} a- ^^ G^,x) ^- i/G^ x - y/G - ji
YCx,x^Y^Y^ _ -
	
	 .
X
Fora constant search velocity, ji = 0, the above ec^uatian becomes
- Dn (x) -^ C^ o^(x} + 1/G^ x - j+/Gw
yCx9x,Y^Ya -	 .
X
Two questions have to be answered when discussing transient per-
formance of a delay lack loop:
1. What is the maximum velocity of the transmitter (relative
to the receiver) sn that the received signal can still be acquired?
2. Haw long do the transients last?
The first question is answered by computing the trajectories in the (x,x)
plane far given initial conditions and then finding the maximum y far
which the ALL would still be able to lock. The second question can be
dealt with by using the definition of y as a starting paint and computing
the acquisition transients as a function of time and then finding the
acquisition time.
^Jsing ^lewtan's method of numerically solving differential equa-
tions and fact that Y = dx/dx, it is . easily found that the difference
equations to be solved are
xn-s•l - xn = ^n ^n
sn
Tn
+1 - ^` n	 x
n
,/'
where S n ^ xn^,l - xn is the interval size in the nth extrapolation step.
It is usually taken as
.d,,.
Sfsnl - i ^ Yn
a^^
s^
a
where S is a number to be chasers according to the required accuracy. It
can be taken in the range of 0.07 to 0.1.
The acquisition trajectories for N = 2 and N = 4 are shown in Figures
2 and 3, respectively. It. is apparent from Figure 2 that the resu7^ts are
different from those obtained in [i^ and ^2^, which were shown to be in
error by C3^. The results, however, are in complete agreement with those
obtained in ^3^. It was found that the maximum normalized search rate
far N = 2 is y = 1.0. For N = 4, the maximum normalized search rate is y = D.S.
The open loop gain showed little effect an the trajectories far 0 > 10.
Figure 4 shawl the transient response of the DLL for N = Z and N = 4.
The search rate is chosen to be j► = 0.9 for the first case and y = 0.45 for
the second case, respectively. The graphs show that the acquisition time
(time required for the transient; to subside within ^xj = 0.7} far N = 2 is
shorter than that for N = 4. 'Che actual acquisition time can be computed
from the definition of the normalized tame for critically damped loops,
where
t = 
0.5303 ^ .
gL
Table 7 summarizes the results for different values of loop bandwidth.
1.
Table 1. Acquisition Time {sec)
BL {Nz)	 100	 200	 300	 400
N = 2 0.0244 0.07 22 0.0081 0.0067 y = 0.9
N = 4 0.0292 0.07 46 0.0097 0.0073 y = 0.45
NOTE: i3 L is a one-sided bandwidth.
Finally, the actual maximum search velocity in chips/sec which
can be interpreted as the maximum allowable drift in the coded can be found
from the definition of the normalized search velocity y . As a function
of the single-sided loop noise bandwidth B L , the search velocity tv s ) 'i s
vs = 7.8857 y i3 L	 chi ps^sec .
rr
;^^
;;
,ti
{
-^
,}^.
;^
:.;
a
i
.I
.;
^^
t
	
`. ^'	 ,^]
For ^S E = 1QQ Hz, the maximum search velocity iS 188.57 chips/sec for ^' 2
and 94.29 chips/sec for N = 4. 	 '
^^
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^4UTPUT SIGNAL Rt^D NOISE STATISTICS OF A BEfVT-PIPE 	 -	 .
PRYI.AAD DATA PREPRACESSQR FAR SHUTTLE ARBITER^
by
Marvin K. Simon
t If^TRODUCTION
The bent-pipe mode . for payloads allows transmission of data that	 .^..:
is not in the standard NASA format. 	 Thus, multiple formats and multiple
modulator/demodulators can be used by the payloads. 	 The design goal for
j the bent- pipe made is to minimize the si na7g	 processing in the Orbiter
for data that does not meet the standard NASA format. 	 Therefore, no
Orbiter control of command or telemetry far the bent -pipe data is proposed.
Rather, the Orbiter will act as a relay which will either merely make a
^ frequency translation at IF or perform RF demodulation and remoduiation
on a new carrier.
A technique for accommodating narrowband bent -pipe payload data
is presented in Figure 1.	 In this concept, the payload data can be in
^ any modulation format and can be analog or digital, but its highest fre-
quency must be less than 2 MHz. 	 To guarantee this maximum frequency
`^
limitation, the input payload data 15 first low-pass filtered. 	 The
filtered payload data plus payload-Arbiter link noise is then hardlimited,
^ making the resultant waveform appear as a pseudo-2 Mbps digital data 	
i
stream which, for high signal-to-noise ratio, resembles the normal 2 Mbps
NRZ data input for Modes l and 2 Ku-band communication. 	 Thus, this con-
cept allows far the normal Mode 2 operational data {l92 kbps} and the
^ 4.5 MHz analog or the 4 Mbps digital data or the 4.5 MHz TV to be trans-
mitted along with the bent-pipe payload data.	 Alternately, in Mode i, *.
the bent pipe payload data can be transmitted along with the 19Z kbps
operational data and the 10-5A Mbps convoiutionally coded digital data.
Previous designs of the FM Mode 2 and PM Model Ku-band return
links have not considered the effects of a bent-pipe signal on the other
two data channels nor the interfering effects of these channels an the
preprocessed bent-pipe waveform.	 Before addressing these issues, however,
one must first examine the nonlinear processing of the payload data plus
^
noise which takes place in the bent-pipe preprocessor itself.	 In general,
;,
,
_,^	
-	 - -= -
^l:	 1	 _I	 I	 I	 I	 !	 I	 R
2
Bent-Pipe Tnpt^t
m(t) sin {^s t^- ^)
-^ n^(t)
+^
haw-Pass
Filter
k^^s)
-i
Y^ ^^	 ^
70 2 Mbps
^iRZ Channel
m(t) sin (wst^-^}
^- n^(t)
Figure 1. A Bent-Pipe Payload Data Preprocessor
y
iff^
'^
noise components in the preprocessor output when its input is as unspeci-
fied as possible. As we shall see from the development which follows,
this general task leads to mathematically intractable solutions. For-
tunately, however, sufficient information is Icnown about many of the
payloads sn that they can be characterized by specific data formats.
Among the possible candidates are analog and various digital formats,
including composite digital signals. One specific example which corre-
sponds to NASA and I]oD payloads is a 16 kbps Manchester coded telemetry
data stream biphase modulated on a 1.02 MFiz subcarrier. This signal has
been tested over a Mode 2 return link and the results of these tests
reported in ^1].
In this appendix, we shall focus our attention an characterizing
the output signal and noise statistics of the bent-pipe preprocessor when
the input signal is of the above form, namely, a low rate digital modula-
tion on a subcarrier. Since the bent-pipe preprocessor output becomes
modulated onto an 8,5 MEIz unbalanced QPSK subcarrier, together with the
192 kbps Manchester coded operational data, one should then be able to
modify previous analyses X2,3] of unbalanced QPSK demodulator performance
to account far the presence of the noisy preprocessed bent-pipe signal
as opposed to the noise-free 2 Mbps NRZ data stream which is normally .
transmitted on that channel. These modifications, along with the predic-
tions of performance which follow from them, are the subject of further
investigation.
CEiARACTERIZATION OF 1'ME OUTflUT CORREf.ATION FUNCTION
OF A ZERO MEMORY NON^.INEARITY
The general problem of characterizing the output correlation func-
tion of^a zero memory nonlineari.ty whose input is signal plus 6and1imited
noise can be handled by a variety of analytical techniques. For simple
nonlinear devices such as a full-wave square-law detector and a half-wave
linear detector, the so-called "direct method" [4,5^, wherein the output
correlation function is directly ev^^luated as a statistical average over
the joint probability density function of the output random variables, is
useful. When one tries to apply this method to mare complicated types of
nonlinearities, considerable analytical difficulties often arise. In
these situations, a less direct method which involves the use of the
',
^.
ffi
.i
4
Fourier transform of the transfer characteristic of the nonlinear device
is particularly hel}^ful X4,5]. This so-called "transform method" will
be used in the development which follows. One other method which is also
quite often used in problems of this type and deserves mention is based
on Price's theorem ^C^. While this method is certainly applicable, it 	 ^_
was lodged to be less convenient far the parti^:ular case of interest here.
We begin our analysis by defining y = g(x) as the transfer charac-
teristic of the zero memory nonlinearity in question. Then assuming that 	 ,,^„
g(x) is such that its two-sided Fourier transform exists, we have
f{j^} = ^ g(x)e-3^xdx
	 {l}
The Fourier transform f(j^) is o^Ften referred to as the transfer function
of the nonlinear device. If Fy l ,y2 (j^ l ,j^ 2 ; z) denotes the joint charac-
teri sti c function ai' the output random variables y l ^ y{ tl } and y^ ^ y{ t2}
with z = t 2 - tl , then the autocorrelation function of the output of -the
nonlinear device is given by [4,5]:
Ry{tl'tz} 
r	 l ^ J J f(^^ l } f(^^^} Fy ,y {^^1,^^^9z) de l d^2(2^)	 c c	 l 2
(z)
vrhere C is an appropriately chosen contour in the complex ^ -plane. More
will be said about the selection of C when we consider a Speci fic
nonlinearity.
Assuming that the input x(t) to the nonlinearity is the sum ai'
signal sx(t} plus bandlimited noise nx(t}, and furthermore that s x (t} and
nY (t) are sample functions of statistically independent processes, then
Fyl,y2 ( j^ l ,j^ 2 sz) factors and (2) becomes
Ry{tl't^}
	
1 
z 
^ ^ f{j^l)f{j^^} Fs l ,s 2 { j ^ l , j ^ 2 ^z} Fnl,n^{j^l^j^^^z} de l d^2(2^)	 C C
{^)
where Fs l ^sz(j^ l ,j^2 ;z) is the joint characteristic function of s l y sx(tl)
and s^° sx ( t2 ), and Fnl,n2{j^l'j^2'z} is the joint characteristic function
of n l - nx { tl ) and n 2 °= nx (tz } .
5When the input . noise nx (t) is a sample function of a stationary
Gaussian process with zero mean, variance ^Z, and correlation function
Rn(z), then Fn l ,n2 ( j ^l'j ^2 ' z } is given by
Fnl 
9 n^{JCi ^ j C2 ^^r} = exp ^- 2 (Q2 ^l2 + ^^ ^^ -^ 2 ^n (^) ^l ^2 )^	 '{4)
•	 Expanding the exponential in (4) in a i^aclaurin power series and substi-
tuting this result into (3) gives
R k (^)	 a^C^
R (t ,t) =	 1	 E (-l) k n	 f f(^^ ) ^ k exp -	 1	 d^y 1 2	 (2^r}^ k=0	 {^^	 C	 l	 1	 2	 l
Z 2
	
X ^
f(j^^} ^^, exp - o ^2 dC2 Fs as { j ^ l > j ^2 >T) •	 (5)
C	 2	 l 2
i'o proceed any further with the evaluation of (5}, we must specify the
form of the input signal, and hence its joint characteristic function.
Consider the case where the input is of the farm
sx(t) = 2 m(t) cos (w s t-^ ^} ,	 {6}
where m(t} is a low rate digital modulation, ci s is the radian frequency
of the sinusoidal oscillation, ^ is a random phase assumed to be uniformly
distributed on the interval {0,2n} and independent of m(t}, and S denotes
the average power of the signal. Letting m i ^ m{t i }, then the joint
characteristic function of sx(t) 15 given by
Fs }s ( jai ^,3^2 ^ T ) = E exp (jCl ^ml cos e l -^ j^^ ^m2 cos a^}^ ^ {^)
l 2
where e i ^ Wst i ^- ^; i = 1,2. Using the well-known expansion,
exp {ja cos s) _	 ^ jm Em dm(«) cos ms	 ($)
m=o
where Em i s the f^eumann factor, i . e . , Ea = l , ^m = 2 (m > 1) , and dm(«) i s
the ^esscl function of the first fcind of order m and argument «, and
further observing that
	
0;	 nom
E^^cos me l cos m8^# _ (l lEm} CO5 mm sz ; n W m (4)
,; j;; .
^^„
	
^^
	
s
Equation (7) simplifies to
	
.®	 FS , s { j ^1 ^j^2;T) .=	 ^ j 2Q e i E^J Q (^l 25 m1),^^(^^tiz m2)^ cos ^,wST1 z	 ^^o
(la)
Substituting (10) into (5) and defining,
	
^	 _ 1
	
•Q+k	 k	
^ 2^i2
h^.k{ti) _ 2^ ^^ J	 f ( j ^ i ) ^i exp -	 2	
J^{^ i 2S m i } dp i ; i = 1,2
{11}
the autocorrelation function of the output of the nonlinearity becomes
	
^	
^ R^ {T}
{{y( t l , t2 } _ 
^.^ o ^^' k^0	 k!	 E ^h^,k{tl) h
Qk(t2 )^ cos Q^S ^ .	 (12)
Typically, m(t) is specified in the form of a random pulse rain,
	
^	 namely,
n,w^
where an = ±1 are random data bits, p(t) is the signaling pulse, and R ^l/T
denotes the signaling rate. Since the process defined in (13) is cyclo-
stationary, we define
RQk(^) ^
	 ^ E ^hQk(tl) h Qk {t 2)^^	 {l4)
where < > denotes time average. Finally, taking the time average of (12)
and letting Ry(^r) p <Ry(tl,t2)>, we get the desired result, namely,
^,{;.) _	 ^ E	 ^ ftn (^} R (T} cos ^w ^	 (15)
Q=0 ^ k-0	 k!	 Qk	 s
The correlation function of (l 5) can be split up into several parts, as
follows
^Y{T) - RSxS{z} + ^Nx1^ (T) ^ RSxN{z)
	
(15)
Where
RSxS(z) _
	
	 ^ e Q R Q^{-r) cos ^,w 5 ^	 (17a}
gy=p
.^
^ ^;; ,
^:
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Rk(^}
R!ixN (T} - k^l nk.	
Rok (^}	 (17b}
R	 (ti} ^ 2 ^	 ^ 
Rn 
(^} R (^r} CO5 fGw r	 ^ (l7c}
SxN
	
^=l k=l	 k!	 Qk	 s
The first term in (l6} corresponds to the interaction of the signal with
itself and represents the periodic signal components present in the output
of the nonlinearity. The second term is doe to the interaction of the
input noise with itself, while the third term corresponds to the interaction
of^the input signal with the input r.aisen These latter two terms together
comprise the contribution of the total random variations of the output.
SIGNAL AND NOISE COMPONENTS IN THE CORRELATION Ft1NCTI0N
OF THE GENT-PIPE PREPROCESSOR OIfTPUT
In this section, we apply the general result just giver, to the
bent-pipe preprocessor of Figure 1. Specifically, the zero memory non-
linearity is a hard limiter with transfer characteristic:
where	 l	 x > 0
g^..(x}
o	 x<o
0 x?O
g (x} _
-	 -1	 x<0
The corresponding transfer function f(j^} is then
where
(ls)
(19}
(z0}
m
e
-j ^x dx - j^
0
0
-- - ^ e-JCx dx ^ j^
(Imp<0}
(Imp>0) (Zl)
with ^' denoting Fourier transform and Im denoting the imaginary part of
what immediately follows this notation. Having now specified the regions
^'	 of convergence of f(^^) in the complex ^-plane, we can be more specific as
to the selection of the contour C required to evaluate (11}. For f^(j^),. 	 -
the appropriate contour (denoted by C^,) extends along -the real axis from
-^.LO m and.is indented downward around the possible singularity at ^ = 0
	
-.	 ,
^ 	^ {see Fic^ure^2). Similarly, for f (j^), i;he appropriate contour, namely C_,
-	 ;
.extends along the real axis from -^ to ^, and indents upward around the ^.
same paiential singularity paint (Figure 2). Thins, substituting {20} and 	 '^
(2l) into (li;, we get:
	 ]
+	 ^ L
	
A7
\'1
h^k(ti}
	
2^ ^ ,
^^+k-i ^^ -1 exp _ ^ i ^^ O Q ( ^i Zs^i} dpi	
,
	
c^	 z
2 2
^ i
	
^,+k-1 k-1	 ^i ^i	
-Z^r	 ^	 ^i	 exp -	 JQ {^ i 2Smi ) dp i ; i = 1,2C	 2
(22) .
From [5], p. 1079, Fq. (A.154), we find that {except for ^,= k = 0)
	
^.j l-Q-k a ^' F ^+k Qf1, _ a2
	
_
k-1
	
-q2^2	 ^2q} l l 2'	 4 2
	
J (a^) a
	
dC =	 (23)
or C+	
Q	
^ qk r(Q+l^ r(1 - Qzk)
C
and
22	 J
C,^ ^-1'10(a^} a-q ^ d^ - 2	 ^^^
	
j	
22
	
J	
C-1 
d0(a^} e-q ^ d^ y - ^	 { 24}	
-'
C
where 1F-^(a;^,-x) is the confluent hypergeometric function. Thus, applying
{23) and (24) to {22) gives	 ^
The "hat" on mi is intended to denote the fact that the input to the
nanlinearity is a filtered versio^ of the actual input modulation, i.e.,
m(t}_ H{p} m{t} where H (s) is the transfer function of the preprocessor
low-pass filter.
iw ^
10
n^o(t i } = o
m i . ^	
Q^-k.	
S ^ 7^	 .
a	 l F l	 2 ' Q^l ' -	 2
Qk ^	 a k r( Q-r1 } r(1 .. Q2k)
^^ /
and from (l4},
^^a(T) = o
^
	
	 ZQ^
u.	 Q	 Qa-k;Q-^I;-S^(t 	F Q^k ;Q+1;- Sm2{t^^)m (t) m (t^-T) l^l 2
	 2	 l i 2	 2)^,riRik{T	
a	 a 2k 2 ^
	 2	 Q-^k	
--
r(al)r(l- 2)
^^
(26)
ti
where, for simplicity of notation, we have used the overbar to denote
statistical expectation.
^}nless one makes some additional simplifying assumptions, the
statistical and time averages required in (2G) cannot be evaluated. Since
b
the paylaadwOrbiter link will, in general, be a strong link, we shall try
to evaluate (26} for the large signal-to-noise ratio case, i.e., S/62 » i.
in this regard, an asymptotic expansion for the confluent hypergeometric .
function is appropriate. From r5], p. 1073, Fq. (A.1.16), we have that
3	 where
	
(a } i ^ a(a-^ 1}{a ^- 2} ... {ai- i - 1},
	
(a} 0 ^ 1	 {28}
Consider first the evaluation of 
^SxS{z) of (17a.} using (27) to simplify
^	 ^^0(^r} . Letting k = 0 i n (26) , we get
1
i^	 w,l ..
g'v	 1 l
m Q (t) m^'{ta^^
^;,	 (	 )
X	 , i ^U i ! (p W ^2 (^}^ ^ i ^^ i ^ (p W m2 (t-^T) } i	
-	
29
where
pW ^ ^ _ ^ S B
	
(30}
^	 OW W
is the signal-tv-noise ratio in the noise bandwidth B W of the preprocessor
input filter W(s), and NCH is the noise spectral density on the payload-
Orbiter link. from [7], p. 937, we have that
r(1 - x) r(x) 
= sin ^rx	
(31)
But
Thus,
r(l - x) r(1^ -^x)	 = {3B)sin ^rx
and
O ; Q even
1	 sing	 2
r2 (l ^- 2) r 2 { i - 2)	 { 2Q) 2 i Q odd
(34)
- (^r^,)2
Z
Suppose now we make the additionai assumption that the power spectral
density of the payload modulation m(t) is narrvwband with respect to the
bandwidth BW of W{s},	 This is obviously a reasonable assumption when m(t}
has a data rate of i6 lcbps and W{s) has a bandwidth of 2 MWz.	 Thus, for
this case, we have that m{t) ^ m{t}, m 2 (t) = m2{t) = 1, m^'{t)	 = mQ(t) = m{t)
for ^, odd.	 Furthermore,
<m^'(t) m^'(t^-T}^	 _	 {m(t) m(ta-z)) ^	 Rm(^) (35)
a	 I	 r
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where Rm(^3 is the correlation function of the input payload modulation.
Far example, if m{t) is I^RZ data, then
T
m	 0	 otherwise
Finally, using {34) and (35} in (293, we get
0	 ^, even
R^0 {T} =	 (373
4	
m 
( 2 } i ( ^ Z } i ^
2 2
	
^	 i	 Rm(z} ^ ^ add
n Q	 i = 0	 i ! pH
and from {17}, with ^= 2Q^ + 1,
l	 ^	 i	 Z
Rsxs(T} = Rm(^3 
8	
^^	 ^	
z 
l a- ^	 i	 cos (2^'-rl} ^sT
(38)
This is a remarkably simple relation when compared with the formidable
appearance of (^6} from which we started this development. Furthermore,
it soothes our intuition with regard to what we knave is true in the limit
as ^^ approaches infinity, namely the output of the hard limiter becomes
y(t) = sgn [m{t3 cos (ms t ^ ^)^
= m(t} sgn [cos (^st^-^}^
m{t} sgn cos {wSt^'^3^	 {393
and its correlation function is
W
Ry{T}	 (x3 $ ^	 1 --- cos (2Q'+1} ^ T	 (9^0}
Consider next the evaluation of 
RNx^f{z} of (i7b3 using (27} to simplify
ROk (rt}. Letting Q - 0 in {26), we get
1
2 2
{k'^2 }i
	
^	 ^	 Pn2k ^l {^)
	
i=1
	 i ! P^
(44}
_^ I ^	 r
m	 ^ ^ ^i]2	 ^2)i^^
2
	
k	 i^0 i! (pymz{t}}' i Eo i! (P^mZ {t-r^)ji
	
ROk{ T) r ^2k	 S^ k r
4 1 - ^ ^^2 t} k^2 m^(t^T ]k^2	
{41 }
Recalling {:31}, wa have that
sin k^ 4
0	 k even
r4 {1 - 2}	 ^	 '^	 r4{^}
	Z 	
k odd
Again assuming that the modulation is narrowhand with respect to the band-
width B^ oi=
 the preprocessor input filter, {41} simplifies to
0	 k even
Rak{T) =	
2k r4{ k }
	
^2 }^^2 2	 (43)
	2 	
^ (^	 k odd
	
,^4 ^2k k	 i ^0 i E	 i	 '
	
P^	 P^
and Pram { 17 } with k ^ 2k ^ ^-1,
a:	 _	 1	 `°	 2
RNxN{ Y}	 ^^, k ^ 0 (2k'-rl } E PW k'+1 
1 -r
.	 where
^^>	 Pn{z) ^ 
Rn ^
j} 
= NQ2 m { 
H{ jw)^ 2 e32,^f2 
2^r6	 2^ ^ m
!Vow from [5^, p. 1077, ^q. {R.1.41a},
T	 tZ	 Z2k k , E	 2k
where (2k'-1}!! p 1 x 3 x 5 •••X {2k'-1), and (-1}^! a 1. Thus,
2k' -^1	 4	 1
^>
a.
,.
^4
"__ ^_
{ 45)
(46}
{47)
;.^..	 b, ..	 , ..	 -	 t
l4
Using (47}, equation (44) simplifies to
2
	
4	 m Lk^^2)^2	 -
RNxN(T
	
	
^2 k' =0 22k F W 1 (2k.^.1) ! ^ 2k `+1	 Q=l	 i ! p^^ '	 nH
Finally, the evaluation of RSxN(T) of (l7c) using (27} to simplify RQk(T)
is all that remains. In particular, applying the same simplifying assume-
^tians as used in arriving at expressions for RSxS(r) and RNxN(T), we get
2 k	 ^	 2 z	 2 ^	
--
.	 i=0	 i! P^	 .
	
RQk(T}	 QZk r2 l _ k+^, ) r2 (1 _ k-^.) R(T)	 (4g}(	 2	 2	 -
where
Rm(T) s
R(T)
.	 l;
Recalling (31}, we have ghat
n
2	 2	 r(k2Q) sin
or
Q odd
Q even
n (5l}
(^k2 )"^ r( k2Q ) sin ^k2 ^^
1	
-
rz (1 - k2 Q ) r 2 (l - kZ^)
r 2 ( k^Q ) r2( k-^ )
2 
n4	
2 sing L' k^ )^^ sing ^ k2 ^^
0 ;
c:	 2
^r
4	 '
Thus, using (49} and (52} in (l7c}, we get
k,Q even
k, ^, odd
k even, ^ add
k add, ^, even
.^
(52}
^i	 I	 I	 i
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2 ^	 ^' 2k r^( k2^'} r2 ( k2^'}	 k	 ^ (kz^ } ; (kZ Q} ^ ^
R^x^
(T} _ ^ ^ ^
	 k	 P^ ( z }	 ^	 i	 CDS QwSzn ^=2 k^1	 k! pH	 i -0	 i ! PB
^ even,
k Ddd
2 R (r) W	 ^ 2 k r2( k^-Q) r^ { k-^)
+	
m4	
^	 ^	 2 
k	
2	 pnk(T}
n	 ^= 1 k=2	 k! p6
a odd,
k even
x	 r	 Z 1^ Z 'I
	 CO5 Qws z	 ^ 53}
i =0	 i ! p^
Dr letting ^.= 2Q', k= 2k'+1 in the first term and Q= 2^.` *1, k = 2k' in the
second term,
2k'-^1 2	 1	 2	 ,	 1
^	 m	 ^	 2	 r (k -r ^. -^ 2 } r (k - ^, ^- Z)
	 2k ^ ^-1
RSx^{T) - 
^4 ^^1 k^0
	
{2k'^-1}! P^k^^'1	 Pn	
(T}
2
m (k' f ^,' -r 2) i (k' -- Q' ^- ^} cos 2R' wsz
x 1 +
i -^#	 i ! P^
2R (z}	 ^	 m	 22kt r 2{k' -^^' -^?) r^(k' - Q' - l)
m	 ^	 ^	 2	 2	 2k	 }
^	 ^4 	Q'=0 k'^1	 {2k`} ! pH k ^	 P n 	(
z
2
x l ^- ^	 ^ i	 2 i cos (2R'^l) w z	 (54}
i T l	 i! pH	 s
BEST-PIPE PREPRQCESSOR aUTPUT sPECTRAL gEP1sITY
The spectral density at the preprocessor output is obtained by
taking the Paurier transform of the output correlation function whose
components are given in {38}, {44), and {54). Thus,
r
sy(^) ^ ssxs{ f} ^- s^uxli{ f} -^ Ssx^{ f}	 (s5}
_^
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where	 SSxS(f) ^ F{^SxS(^)}
SNxN(f} ^ F{R^xN(T)}
SSxN(f) ^ F{RSxI^(T) {
	 (56)
From (38), we immediately have that
z
SxS	
^Z ^,^.p (2Q'+1) z	i=1	 i! p^
x 
C
m [f + (z^' + 1) fs j + sm^f- (zQ' -^ 1) 
fs^
	
(^^)
where
5m(f) = F{Rm{z)} - ^^ Rm(^) e-^znfz dT
	 (58 }
is the power spectrum of the input payload data modulation m(t). Le tti ng
k ,Sn (f) denote the 2k'-foid convolution of the noise spectral density 5n(f)
at the input to the hard limiter, i.e.,
k,Sn{f) g ^^ pnZk'+1(^) e-32^rf^ dT
Sn(f) ^ Sn(f) * ... ^ Snt f)
V.
^--- zk^ - f0 1d ConVO lution --^
with
sn(f) o osn(f) _ 
^ 
pn(T) e- ,^2r^fz dT	 (sg)
then taking the Fourier transform of (44) gives
22k'+1 r' 4 (k'+ 1)1	 z
SNxH (f)	
.^4 k^e (zk^ +1}! p^k`^-1
Finally, the signal x noise componen
the Fourier transform of (54), with
Ck^ ^' 2)i^z 2
	
1 ^' E	 i	 k ^Sn(f)	 (60)
	
i = 1	 i ^ pw
t spectral density is obtained by taking
the result
^;
Ii
2k' ^.^	 ^	 1	 ^	
Z
t	 l _
r SSxN{f)	 -	
,^4 ^, ^ ^	 k E d	 {2k^-l) ^ p 2k'+l
H
2
X	 ^ ^ ii E l	 i. p k'Sn
(f-2^. f s ) ^k,5n(f-^2^, fs)
^ ^	 ^
^	 W	 m	 2Zk' r2 (k ^ ^- Q ^ + Z) I` 2 { k' -a' - 
Z)
.,,^.
1
^
2
x	 ^ ^	 ^
i =^	 i ? p^^
x	 ^	 Sm(f')	 k ^ S^ ^f - (2a, ^.
l } fs - f'^ ^- k , Sn ^f ^- { 2^' +l) fs - f'}	 df'^
^' (^
the sum of (5^), (60}, and {6l) above thus provides the expression for the
spectral density, Sy(f), of the bent-pipe preprocessor device.
i
a
^ i
j
:;
;^
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